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PREFACE 

Thie is the ninth, and last, in a series of reports on Prosodic Aids to 

Speech Recognition. The previous reports appeared as follows: 

I. Basic Algorithms and Stress Studies 

II. Syntactic Segmentation and Stressed 
Syllable Location 

III. Relationships Between Stress and 
Phonemic Recognition Results 

IV. A General Strategy for Prosodically- 
Guided Speech Understanding 

V. A Summary of Results to Date 

VI. Timing Cues to Linguistic Structure 
and Iirproved Computer Programs 

VII. Experiments on Detecting and Locat- 
ing Phrase Boundaries 

VIII. Listeners' Perceptions of Selected 
English Stress Patterns 

1 October, 1972 PI 79^0 

15 April, 1973 PI 10232 

21 September, 1973 PX 10^30 

29 Mtrch, 197^ PI 10791 

31 October.. 197^ PI 11087 

31 March, 1975 PI 11239 

14 November, 1975 PI 1153^ 

21 June 1976 PZ 11711 

This research was supported ty the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the 

Department of Defense, under Contract No. DAHC15-73-C-0310, ARPA Order No. 2010. 

The views and conclusions contained in this document are those of the author 

and should not be interpreted as necessarily representing the official policies, 

either expressed or implied, of the Advanced Research Projects Agency or the 

ü. S. Government. 

I would like to aoinowledge the help during various phases of our project 

of the following other Sperry Dnivac researchers: 

Dr. Mark Medress 

Dr. Timothy Diller, 

Dean Eloker, and 

Toby Skinner. 
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SUMMARY 

For four and one half years, Sperry Univuc has been engaged in research 

on prosodic stmctmes and their use in speech understanding systems, as a 

part of the large ARPA Speech understanding Research (SDR) program. This, 

the final report on the effort, describes our two most recent studies and 

summarizes the results of our entire work for ARPA. 

One of our two major accomplishments during this final reporting period 

was to complete our aspects of a cooperative study with Bolt Beranek and 

Newman (BBN), to develop prosodic aids for the parser in the BBN "Hear What 

I Mean" (HWIM) speech understanding system. We marked every transition arc 

in the SMALLGRAM grammar used in the HWIM system, indicating whether the 

word associated with that point in generated syntactic structures would or 

would not be immediately preceded by a phrase boundary detected from the 

fundamental frequency (Fo) contours associated with the speaking of that 

structure. Previous research had shown that the first stressed syllable of 

major syntactic phrases in spoken sentences would be immediately preceded by 

a fall-rise "valley" in Fo, so that the first stressed words of a phrase 

should be marked in the grammar as expected to be preceded by a boundary. 

We proposed to BBN that procedures be implemented that would increase 

the score on words hypothesized by the HWIM system if those words were expected 

to be preceded by a boundary and application of the Fo-based phrase boundary 

detector showed a boundary occurring just before the hypothesized position 

of that word in the utterance. Thus if a boundary was detected, those words 

were rewarded (increased in score) that predicted a boundary at that point. 

If a boundary was expected before a hypothesized word (that is, the word 

was marked in the grammar as one expected to be immediately preceded by a 

boundary), but no boundary was detected in the Fo data, the score on that 

hypothesized word would be reduced substantially. In essence; if you 

expect a boundary, you better get it, and if you do, you should try that 

word or phrase hypothesis earlier than ones whose expected prosodies disagree 

with the detected prosody. 

iii 
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To test this specific concept of prosodic aids to parsing, we processed 

a total of sixteen sentences through our prosodic analysis tools, and com- 

pared the detected phrase boundaries with BBN's control and parsing traces 

of HWIM'« attempts to understand those sentences. BBN's latest method of 

hypothesis scoring, based on a shortfall density function, had to be 

accomodated. Also, we needed to help BBN define exactly when a boundary 

may be said to "Immediately precede" a hypüthesized word. We found that, 

for all the sentences, the prosodic adjustments in scores on one-word 

and multiple-word theories would help correct word sequences to be tried 

before erroneous ones. Thus, prosodies clearly seemed to offer frequent 

chances of helping the parser. 

BBN consequently implemented procedures for using the marked arcs of 

the grammar, the Fo-detected phrase boundaries, and the adjustpent of scores 

on hypothesized word sequences or "theories". Unfortunately their ARPA project 

ended before these procedures could be tested to confirm the value of the 

prosodic aids to parsing. Still, we believe that our hand analyses showed 

real promise of intonational phrase boundaries guiding the parser to correct 

parses. 

i 

One other major accomplishment during these last few months was to 

analyze the acoustic prosodic patterns in 255 o* our carefully-designed data 

base sentences. Perceived stress patterns for those sentences had already 

been obtained in our previous studies. We found that over 91% of the 

syllables were correctly detected, despite the difficult all-sonorant sequences 

in many of these sentences. Also, 76? of the expected phrase boundaries were 

correctly detected, and 92%  of the perceived stresses were correctly located. 

These were very encouraging results. However, also of interest were the 

regularities in boundary placement, stress assignment, and intonation found 

from these studies of sentences with minimally-contrastive structurts. 

We found that, following a phrase with a stress, boundaries occurred 

before the first stresses of: noun phrases; sentence adverbs; conjuncts, 

relative clauses; parantheticals; main verbs; and auxiliaries with stresses 

(e.g., ccntaining a negative). Boundaries also occur before stressed 

prepositions and between the parts of a compound noun. Boundaries were 

iv 
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I 

I 

more reliably detected if unstressed syllables intervened between the last 

stress of the puvlous phrase and the first stress of the following phrase. 

unexpected boundaries regularly occurred before (unstressed) relative pro- 

nouns, and after the inverted auxiliary in yes/no questions (before NP subjects 

or, if the subject was a pronoun, before the main verb). About 8%  of all 

detected bo- ndaries were false, caused by Fo variations near obstruents and 

utterance -initial and final variations in Fo that can be ruled out as wrong 

places for boundaries. 

We learned from those controlled studies that 995? of all first stresses 

in sentences occur just before the Fo peak of the sentence. The stress location 

algorithm can be significantly improved by incorporating this fact. Many 

errors (missed stresses and unstresses falsely called stresses) resulted from 

failures to separate two short syllables, so they look like one long 

("stressed") syllable. The test for prepausal stresses also needs some 

refinement. While there is room for improvement in the stress location 

program, it in general is giving good results. 

An overview of all our work for AflPA over the last four and one half 

years is given in section k  of this report. In brief, we have provided 

extensive evidence for the value of prosodies in speech understanding 

systems, have cooperated in many common tasks of the total SDR program, 

have provided programs and ideas for the use of prosodies in speech 

understanding systems, and have conducted a series of experiments to learn 

regularities about the whole gamut of prosodlc structures. Rather than 

reiterate that extensive list of contributions here, I recommend the reader 

read Table VII (page Vl tol+3 ) at this time. It presents most of our major 

accomplishments in an organized manner. 

While the experimental results from our studies are many, the major 

conclusions are simply stated. We have shown that prosodic features can 

be effectively used to locate regions of phonetic reliability, guide phonological 

analyses, aid word matching, and provide parsing and higher level linguistic 

analyzers with independent information about the structures of spoken 

sentences. Prosodies show promise of providing major improvements in speech 

understanding, but no complete test of their effectiveness has been accomplished, 

and much is yet to be learned about the prosodic regularities of English that 

% I 
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mar aid speech understanding. Further work ±e  needed, and ve have 

provided the analyeiB tools, experimental designs, carefully designed 

speech databases, hypotheses, and program plane that could make such work 

possible. There is no question but that prosodic analysis should play an 

important role in future speech understanding systems. 
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1 . INTROFJCTION 

1 l 

This is the nineth, and last, in a series of reports on Sperry Univac's 

contracts under the Speech understanding Research program sponsored by the 

Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA). Sperry univac's research is concerned 

with extracting prosodic information from the acoustic waveform of connected 

speech (sentences and discourses), and using that proacdic information to detect 

phrase boundaries, locate stressed syllables, determine rhythm and rate of 

speech, and apply such prosodic features to guiding word matching, syntactic 

parsing, and semantic analyses. 

Sperry univac's research has been basically two-pronged:  (1) developing 

prosodic analysis tools and providing other services to speech understanding 

systems builders; and (2) conducting experiments suitable for determining ex- 

actly how prosodic patterns relate to sentence structures. The experiments 

have a definite practical goal in mind, however. They are intended to pro- 

vide adequate understanding so that prosodic tools can be implemented and 

improved in such a way as to provide substantial aids to other aspects of the 

speech understanding process. 

In Section k  of thit' report, the reader will find a review of all the 

research done by Sperry Un^vac to provide prosodic aids to speech understanding 

and conduct research on prosodic structures. Before we get to that review, 

however, we must first consider the final two experimental studies Just com- 

pleted in this program. In this last half year, we have completed our study 

of how intonetionally-detected phrase boundaries might be used in the Bolt 

Beranek and Newman HWIM ("Hear What I Mean") system. As described in Section 2, 

the most recent procsdures for scoring alternative syntactic theories in the 

HWIM system were considered, the latest form of the gramiiar was marked for pro- 

sodic expectations, and a set of ten additional sentences were processed to deter- 

mine whether detected phrase boundaries could help the HWIM parser. In the 

last days of their SUE project, BBN was not able to boat our ideas as we had hoped, 

but our analyses do suggest gc  potential for prosodic. information to aid in 

obtaining correct parses of sentences. 

In Section 3, we report on the acoustic-prosodic patterns found in 255 

representative sentences taken from our 3300-sentence speech data base. With 

these carefolly controlled sentence structures, we were able to determine '.arious 
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prosodic regularities that accompany variouB English phrase structures. 

Several questions still remain, however, and further tests are needed. 

Following the review in section k,  section 5 covers our general conclu- 

sions and recommendations for further work. Our recent studies of prosodic 

patterns in controlled English texts have shown the great value of the speecn 

üata beae and the need to test a variety of hypotheses about prosodic patterns. 

Our applications of prosodic analysis iools to guiding speech understanding 

systems have shown the need for further research on the direct use of prosodic 

information in speech understanding systems. Ideas for furthering such work 

are suggested. 

References in section 6 are followed by a listing in Appendix A of the 

sentences and their prosodic structures, and, in Appendix B, a listing of all 

the presentations and puWicat ons completed at Sperry Univac within the ARPA 

SUR program. 
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2. PROSODIC AIDS FOR THE DBN PARSER 

2.1  acazigaa fofi^tg 

In our previous semiannual report (Lea, 1976c), we reported on an 

initial experiment to develop means of using progodic information to help 

guide the parsing and control components of the BBN HWIM System. This 

study was an attempt to show on paper that prosodies can be of some use, even 

before a specific procedure is coded and tested within the HWLM system. It 

appeared that some aid can be provided, but tba ultimate success, in obtaining 

more correct parses or more rapid and efficient parses, awaited further testing 

and implementation, which we hoped to accomplish in this last six months, with 

BBN!s cooperation. Let me first summarize where we were, and then outline our 

further work. I will follow the form of presentation used in describing this 

work at the 92nd Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America (Lea, 1976d). 

While several possible ways of using prosodies in parsing and the control 

strategy of a speech understanding system were suggested, time pressures in 

the ARPA program forced us to try only a limited form of prosodic aid to 

parsing. We had never before tested the idea of using prosodic information 

to directly aid parsing, so we confined our efforts in this initial study to 

the use of one simple prosodic feature, namely, intonatiomlly-detected phrase 

boundaries. 

Most readers may be aware that we have previously developed a computer 

program to detect boundaries between major syntactic constitutents, using fall- 

rise valleys in fundamental frequency. Figure 1 shows a typical example of 

how this program works, using one of BBN's travel management sentences. The 

program finds phrase boundaries at the valleya in fundamental frequency shown 

by the vertical lines, before the words "Lynn's" and 'ASA''. This program tas 

previously been found to correctly detect about 90%  of the major syntactic 

boundaries in connected speech. Recently (Lea, 1975b),we established that thr- 

locaticn of the detected boundary is just before the first stress in the follow- 

ing constituent, regardless of whether that stress is in phrase-initial position 

or not. One problem in using intonationally-detected phrase boundaries is that 

this position may not line up with the exact location of the boundary between 

phrr ,68 as predicted by syntax. We were able to get around this problem by 

associating the boundary not with the first word in a phrase, but rather with 

the first streso in the phrase. To see how this works, we must first consider 
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how intonationally-detected phrase botmdaries can be introduced into the overall 

operation of the H¥IM system. 

Figure 2 shows a simplified diagram of the relevant aspects of the HWIM 

system. The system dees a phonetic aj dys-s to hypothesize words that have 

a high score of corri-spondence with the acoustic data. A quexie of high scoring 

words, and their positions, is given by way of the system control to the parser. 

These one-word "islands" or theories can then be evaluated by the parser, and 

an adjusted list of likely words transferred back to system control. Prosodies 

may be introduced into the process, by adjusting the priority order of promising 

words that the parser transfers to system control. 

In our initial experiment last May, fifteen sentences '. re processed through 

Sperry Univac's implementations of a pitch tracker and procedure for obtaining phrase 

boundaries. These pros&dically obtained boundaries were then to be compared with 

expected '.oundaries, to see how well the prosodlc structure of an utterance 

agreed with that expected for hypothesized word sequences. To exactly specify 

now expected boundaries relate to vsrious syntactic structures, we marked 

those arcs in the SKALLGRAM grammar whose words a^e expected to ',  immediately 

preceded by Fo-detected phrase boundaries. Figure 3 displays a sar.i _e portion 

of the SMALLGfAM grammar, showing ty the crosshatched lines those arcs that 

are expected to be accompanied by phrase boundaries. This noun phrase constituent 

provides descriptions of meetings which one might travel to. Its stressed 

beginnings are expected to be accompanied by a boundary. Thus, to dedcribe the 

phrase "the last ASA meeting'1, we take übe arc labeled "the", then the arc labelled 

"last", which is expected to be accompanied by an Fo-detected phrase boundary. 

Then the "sponsor" arc is taken, with the particular sponsor being "ASA", and 

finally the arc labelled "meeting" completes the phrase, and the grammar "yops up" 

to handle larger phrases. For the phrase "the ASA meeting", the grammar takes the 

"the" arc, the jump arc^ then the sponsor arc for "l"!", which should be accompanied 

by a boundary, and again the "meeting" arc. Other s ressed beginnings of the 

noun phrase shown at the bottom of the figure are Blue  expected to be marked by 

boundaries. These include a sponsor like "ARPA" in a sentence like "John's going 

to AHPA", or a proper noun for a destination like "Sperry Univac". 

In general, those arcs of SMALLGEAM which were marked by expected boundaries 

included ones labelled with main verbs, the first stressed words in noun phrases 
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(i.e., quactiTierB, adjectives, and nouns, when in first-stress positions); 

adverbs, and some special categories (like city, month, duration, digit, first 

name, etc.) thai are used in BBN's travel-management task. My previous exper- 

iments had shovn that Fo-detected boundaries would occur immediately before the 

first stressed syllable of such constituents. 

Only about one out of every six arcs in the grammar is expected to be pre- 

ceded by an Fo-detected boundary (Lea, 1976c, p. 10), yet at least once or twice 

in almost every sentence a boundary should occur, so that prosodic information 

should be helpful in almost every sentence. 

Given that arcs in the grammar are marked If they are expected to be pre- 

ceded by an Fo-boundary, we then need to determine whether the detected prosodic 

pattern for a sentence does or does not agree with the expectations about boundary 

placements, and to use that prosodic evaluation as a guide as to whether or not 

certain arcs should be used at an ear?y stage in parsing. For our initial test 

last May BBN supplied complete control and parsing traces for seven of the 

fifteen sample sentences recorded for their travel-management task. We processed 

all fifteen sentences through our fundamental frequency tracker and obtained Fo- 

detected phrase boundaries, but could relate those results to syntax in only 

the seven sentences for which control and parsing traces were available. If 

an arc was marked to be preceded by a boundary, and a boundary was detected, 

then the priority, or "score", for the word on that arc was increased substan- 

tially (+50 points) whereas an expected boundary that was not detected caused 

the score of the word on that arc to be substantially decreased (-50 points). 

We thus reward theories of hypothesized words when those theories should be 

and are preceded ty phrase boundaries, and we decrease the priority of words 

or theories that predict the presence of boundaries that are not detected. 

Vithin the BBN System, the adjusted score determines the priority of trying that 

theory in the subsequent analysis, with highest-score theories tried first. 

Figure k  displays the major reordering which prosodic boundaries car. pro- 

duce, for initial one word theories provided to syntax by the system control. 

For this one sentence ("Charge Bonnie's trip to budget item five.''), the 

initial list of priorities or scores for one-word theories as provided by the 

original system is shown on the left, while its reordered form after prosodic 

adjustments is on the right. Notice that several instances of the correct words 

are moved up the list, so that four of the top six theories are now versions 

8 
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of correct words. The vorde are followed b" two numbers describing their 

beginning and ending positions, followed by the word score. For the words 

that moved up the list the scores increased 50 points due to prosodic agreement 

With expectations. The reordering, which is typical of the kinds of contributions 

prosodies can supply, permits correct theories (such as the words "charge", 

"item", and "Bonnie") to be tried at earlier stages in the analysis. Testing of 

erroneous words like "car, our, her, their, etc." will be delayed by the 

prosodic rearrangement of theories, so that false (misleading) paths can be 

avoided. 

Also, at later stages, other good mul^inle-wyrd theories "or phrases" are 

boosted by knowing boundary placements. For example, at a later stage in the 

analysis, the word sequence "Charge Bonnie" was boosted because of the correct 

occurrence of an expected boundary before "Bonnie". Likewise, "item five" and 

''budget item" were boosted, by prosodic agreements. 

Analysis of all seven control traces supplied by BBN shewed many instances 

where boundary placements could reorder the selection of theories, and thereby, 

the prosodies could direct analysis toward correct islands first, potentially 

saving computations on lower-score erroneous theories, and more directly reaching 

the goal of a correct parse. Without an index to the grammar (to know everywhere 

in the grammar each word could occur) and a complete list of theories (not just 

the top 15 such as were given on the available traces at each point in a parse), 

we could not be completely sure of when prosodies might make a parse succeed 

where it had previously failed. Also, without a full understanding of the timing 

of various procet,ses, we couldn't tell exactly what amount or proportion of time 

could be saved by the use of boundary locations. let, it seemed clear that many 

time-consuming tests of erroneous paths would be eliminated or delayed until 

after better paths were analyzed when prosodies were used. The final test would 

come when the proposed procedures for prosodic aids were implemented and tested 

in a total system. Parsing and control traces with the use of prosodies could be 

compared with traces when prosodic information is not used. 

2.2 Further Vork Completed During This Reporting Period 

Our analyses of how prosodies would rearrange the theories in available 

control and parsing traces clearly confirmed the value of incorporating prosodic 

10 
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infornation into speech understanding systems. We then began a renewed effort 

to cooperate with BBN in incorporating these ideas into their system, for actual 

tests of whether parsing is more successful with prosodic information than 

without it. Our hope was that, before the 1976 version of the BBN HWIM system 

was to be demonstrated in September, we would have implemented and tested 

within that system all the procedures needed to use prosodic boundaries to 

aid the parser. 

We received from BBN an updated version of the SMALLGRAM grammar, a grammar 

index to establish everywhere each word appeared in the grammar, and control and 

parsing traces for ten additional sentences. We marked eveyy arc in SMALLGRAM, 

showing one of four degrees of confidence that boundaries would occur with each 

of those arcs. We checked and refined these predictions, based on the additional 

evidence of detected boundaries in our prosodic processing of nine of the ten 

additional sentences. With BEN, we decided that quality scores on theories 

would be changed + 50 points for those words that had the highest confidence 

level, and + 20 points for the next highest confidence level. These changes in 

quality scores on words would then be reflected in subsequent calculations of 

shortfall densities within their new scoring strategy. We provided to BBN a 

specific assessment of how our prosodic programs had changed since they received 

a version over a year ago, and recommended minor changes in their versions to 

bring them up to date. 

We recommended to BBN some necessary changes in the grammar. For example, 

some arcs previously had stressed words like "costs" on the same arc aa 

unstressed words ("is", "was"), but, since boundaries would precede only the 

stressed words, the words should be separated onto two parallel arcs. Other 

changes in the grammar were needed to handle context-sensitive cases where a 

boundary occurred before a word if that word was not preceded by another (stressed) 

word that would pull the boundary earlier. Thus, for example, if an utterance 

includes the word sequence "the current budget", then a boundary occurs only 

before "current" (with none before "budget1'), but if the utterance has the 

"the budget", then the boundary does occur before "budget". 

In July, we supplied all the new prosodic results, the completely marked 

grammar, the updated scoring adjustment procedures, end the grammar changes, to 

BBN. We also supplied copies of portions of the traces for the nine sentences. 

11 
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shoving the reordering that would occur if + 50 point adjuEtmentc in quality 

scores were made where boundaries were expected and found or not found. The 

initial one-word scans or queues were significantly improved by the introduction 

of boundary information, with more correct words moved to high priority positions 

in the lists, and many incorrect words reduced in priority. A few erroneous 

words were increased in priority. 

Several pubsequent queues of events with multiple-word theories were also 

provided, shoving increased priority for correct theories, although the exact 

reordering for multiple-word theories would require full calculations of KAISEGS, 

shortfall, and shortfall density values used in the new BBN scoring procedures. 

These later queues from parsing traces aluo graphically illustrated how elimin- 

ation of one wrong theory from the early stages of analysis could eliminate 

many wrong theories in later queues. 

One other critical task was to precisely define the time limits for 

jlocaticn of boundaries that may be said to "immediately precede" a marked arc 

of the grammar. Since our previous research had shown that, with rare exceptions, 

the Fo-detected boundary was located immediately before the first stressed 

syllable in a phrase, BBN (specifically Jerry Wolf), with Sperry Univac's advise, 

developed the following procedure for relating syllable boundaries, word 

boundaries, and detected phrase boundaries. First, each detected phrase boundary 

is "smeared" over the two closest syllable nuclei, by bracketing the boundary 

position between the beginning of that syllable whose nucleus center is immed- 

iately before the detected time and the ending of that next syllable, whose 

nucleus center just follows the boundary time. This thus requires that the 

system not only use the Fo-based boundary detection, but also the syllabification 

routine ("CHUNK"). Next, (with one exception soon to be described) the word 

being hypothesized by the system is said to be immediately preceded by that 

Fo-detected phrase boundary if the time of the beginning of the word lies within 

the phrase-boundary-smeared region (between the one syllable onset and the end 

of that next syllable). If the word is afii stressed on its first syllable in 

the lexicon, then a match of boundary location and the word location is considered 

to be acceptable as long as there is any overlap of the time the word spans 

and the time the smeared boundary spans. 

12 
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All of the above ideas were implemented within the BBN system, but time 

pressures at the end of BBN's ARPA contract unfortunately did not permit testing 

out these prosodic aids to parsing. The final test would have come if parsing 

and control traces with the use of prosodies could be compared with traces when 

prosodic information is jiqt  used. The project terminated before any such results 

were available. Still it seeins likely from our hand analyses of sixteen BBN 

control traces thit prosodically-detected phrase boundaries can improve the order 

in which alternative syntactic theories are tested. While we obviously have 

just begun to offer specific prosodic aids to parsing and system control, I believe 

we have shown enough of a pattern of improved ordering of alternative theories 

and events to warrant future efforts to introduce prosodies into parsing procedures 

in speech understanding systems. 

13 
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3. AC0ÜST1C-PR0S0DIC PATTERNS IN 255 SENTENCES 

In previous reports (Lea, 1973t. 1973b, 197^. 1975a. 1976b; Lea, Medress, 

and Skimer, 1973a,b; Lea and Kloker, 1975). we have reported on a variety of 

experinents that demonstrate the utility of prosodic infonnawion in speech 

understanding and have indicated various prosodic regularities such as the 

narking of phrase boundaries ty Fo valleys just before the first stress of a 

phrase, and the marking of stressed syllables by a complex combination of 

pitch rises and high energy integrals. We argued that our initial studies 

with uncontrolled speech texts needed to be supplemented by much more controlled 

studies with sentences which carefully isolated various linguistic contrasts and 

their prosodic correlates. A list of 1100 sentences, each spoken by three 

talkers, was designed and recorded to provide the necessary data for more con- 

trolled studies. 

3-1 Previous Determination of Sentences and Perceived Stress Patterns 

We began our studies of prosodic regularities in the database sentences 

by selecting 255 sentences, spoken by one talker, as a representative sampling 

of linguistic contrasts that were to be studied (Lea, 1976c). These sentences, 

listed again in Appendix A,  Include ones which can test the prosodic effects 

of moving the first stress in a constituent from the first, to the second, to 

the third (etc.) syllable (to see how the Fo-detected phrase boundary was then 

positioned); expansions of noun phrases to include nouns, pronouns, articles, 

quantifiers, adjectives, and participles; practically-identical word sequences 

with contrasting syntactic structures, verb-versus-noun stress pairs fpermit/ 

permit, etc.); NP-PP-PP subordination, various sentence types (declarative, 

WH question, yes/no question, command); coordinate clauses, VP's, and NP's'; 

and relative clauses. 

Presented in our last report (Lea, 1976c) were listeners' perceptions 

of stress patterns in the 255 eentencee. ¥e confirmed the consistency of 

listeners' perceptions ftom tine to time and from listener to listener, and 

showed which word categories are usually stressed, which are perceived as 

unstressed, and which are reduced. We showed how coordinate structures and 

subordination produce reduced stress on verbs, function words, and repeated 

nouns. Perceived stresses were found to consistently decrease throughout a 

word sequence without right syntactic brackets, even though nucleer stress 

rules predict patterns of increasing stress. 

Ill 
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In the remainder of section 3> we will present results about the ftcougtlc- 

prosodic patterns in those same 255 sentences. We will see how various prosodic 

hypotheses stand up to the data from these carefully controlled structural 

distinctions, and what are the acoustic correlates of the perceived stress patterns. 

Some improvements in the prosodic analysis tools were needed for these studies, 

and they are briefly described in section 3'2. Then, in section 3'3J we will 

discuss the regularities in placement of Fo valleys associated with phrase 

boundaries, and present the level of performance of our computer programs for 

detecting phrase boundaries. These designed sentences help firmly answer specific 

questions about which constituents are marked by Fo-detected boundaries, and 

where the boundaries occur (cf. Lea, 1975ti> for related work on some others of 

the database sentences). Sectior 3'^ covers performance of the stressed 

syllable loo&tion algorithm, and the prerequisite process of syllabification. 

Some intonational hypotheses that could be tested with the data are discussed 

in section 3«5- More detailed studies of acoustic correlates of stress in various 

sentence structures are suggested in section 3.6. Specific implications for 

using these experimentally-verified prosodic regularities in speech understanding 

systems are discussed in section 3'7« 

3-2 Improved Methods for Acoustic-Prosodic Processing 

In earlier studies (Lea, 1973f}, we used a software analysis to obtain 

the sonorant energy function from the values of LPC-analyzed spectral energy 

in the band 60 Hz to 3000 Hz. Last year, we introduced an analog hardware 

filter to replace those spectral computations (Lea, 1975fa), but because of the 

noisy signal and other minor problems obtained with the filter, plus recent 

improvements in the speed of computation of our spectral analyses, we have 

returned to the use of the software-derived sonorant energy function. 

Our Fo tracker, which is based on an autocorrelation analysis (Skinner, 

1973)» has been improved by incorporating a weighting function with a 10^ 

slope on the autocorrelation function, to discourage octave errors. Thus, the 

autocorrelation equation was given by 

N 
Ai=Lil Ci 'i+J-1 

fl-om j =0. to J = 0»/» where i is the amount of offset, N is the length of the 

window, G. is the windowed and center clipped waveform, 0. ..  1 is the offset 

window to be correlated with C,,and 0T and 0„ are the lover and upper autocorre- 
1     ii     N 

lation offset limits, respectively (See Lea, Medress, and Skinner, 1973a, p. 31). 
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We next compute a straight line approxünatation to a logarithmic function 

that decreaeeE the A.'6 by VGT percent per octave: 

SLOPE =  -(Log, 0M -log, 0T,)  . m 

CT - 0 10C' 
ij       m 

We are ciarently using WTC =10. Figure 5 shove a sketch of the weighting factor 

(1 + (i-02 + 1) (SLOPE)), which is based oa this logarithmic weighting function. 

Finally, we weight the autocorrelation coefficient by that straight line: 

Bi = A1 (1 + (i - 0L + 1) . SLOPE) 

for each i, i = ÜT to 0... This causes the kind of change in the autocorrelation 
h n 

function sketched in Figure 5> in which the larger offset is selected ae the 

peak in the autocorrelation function after the weighting, whereas the smaller 

offset would have been erroneously selected before the weighting was applied. 

Analysis of the 255 sentences showed that some octave errors still 

occasionally occur, but much less frequently than without this weighting f■unction. 

The program for detecting phrase boundaries from Fo valleys (Lea, 1975 )> 

is unchanged except for using a threshold value of k rather than 5 eighth tones 

change in Fo to have a substantial Fo valley. 

Recently, we changed our syllabification procedure in several minor ways 

and one major way. The minor changes included: requiring all frames within 

a syllabic nucleus to be voiced, disallowing overlapping nuclei that occas- 

ionally occurred; setting a minimum energy level for a peak in energy to qualify 

as the peak of a syllable; smoothing one-point jumps or dips in sonorant 

energy that occasionally caused erroneous syllable detections; and adjusting 

the threshold value for a minimum dip and rise in sonorant energy to qualify 

as a syllable boundary (now k dB rather than 5 ^B)» "to help pick up some aiseed 

■syllables. These changes helped reduce the number of erroneous "syllables" 

detected and helped locate some syllables that had previously been missed. 

The major change in the syllabication procedure was to redefine the begin- 

ning and ending of a syllabic nucleus. Previously the nucleus endpcints were 

defined as those points where energy first dipped 4 or 5 dB below the peak 

energy level in the syllable. This often excluded from the syllable nucleus 

16 
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much of the non-vowel sonorant portions of the syllable, and even some of the 

lower-energy regions of the vowel. An investigation showed that the syllable 

nucleus llfflltl lined up best with the endpoints of sonorant phonetic segments 

in available transcriptions when the syllable nucleus lindts were defined as: 

those points, as one moves either way from an energy dip at a syllable boundary, 

where energy first rises to at least one half of the distance between the low 

energy in the dip and the peak energy in the syllable nuclei. That is, if 

D(i-l) is the energy level in the dip before a syllable nucleus, D(i) is the 

energy level in the dip after the nucleus, and P(i) is the peak energy level 

within the nucleus, then the beginning of the nucleus is now the first point 

where energy E satisfies the following inequality: 

E > (P(i) + D(i-l))/2. 

The endpoint of the nucleus is the last point in time before the following 

dip at which energy E statisfies the following similar inequality: 

E > (P(i) + D(i))/2, 

A major revision has been made in the nucleus finding subroutine to 

accomplish this change, and it has been tested and found to be working 

correctly. One obvious complication that this introduces is that the nucleus 

durations no longer agree with those previously expected by the stress 

identification subroutine, so that some errors in stress location may result. 

This requires some further testing and possible changes in the location 

routine, to correctly select stressed nuclei. 

Besides these revisions in syllabification, we also made minor improvements 

in the stress finding routines, removing a few minor bugs and also modifying 

the . acedure for defining the position of peak fundamental frequency (Fo) 

in a phrase. With this modification, local Fo Jumps after unvoiced consonants 

do not cause a displacement in the peak-Fo point before which we search for 

the first stress in the phrase. 

A preliminary test showed that the high-frequency (65O - 3000 Hz) sonor- 

ant energy function, when used in place of the regular (6C - 3000 Hs) sonorant 

energy function, could detect some syllable boundaries at intervocalic non- 

vowel sonorants, but it also was less smooth than the regular sonorant energy 

function, and introduced some erroneous syllable boundaries. Using both 

functions together, or using some other spectrally-weighted energy function, may 

18 
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permit th^ detection of more syllabic boundaries without introducing erroneous 

boundaries. 

3■3 Intonational Phrase Boundariea 

The results in syntactic boundary detection froiu Fo contours are summarized 

in Table I. Each subset of sentences (listed completely in Appendix A) is 

listed separately, witli a brief explanation of the structures it tests, the 

number of expected (syntactica.J.y-predicted) boundaries in the subset, and the 

numbers of correctly-detected boundaries, extra (syntactically-unexpected, but 

still apparently syntactically-related) boundaries, and false (phonetically- 

produced) boundaries. The overall figure of 16% of all expected boundaries being 

correctly detected con-pares fairly well with scores ranging from seventy percent 

to ovor ninety percent found in our previouc studies (Lea, 1972» 1975°' 

1976c). This is very encouraging, in light of the difficult cases for boundary 

detection included in this database. Many of the sentences are all-sonorant 

to avoid false boundaries associated with Fo changes near obstruents. However, 

this decreases the likelihood of sufficient Fo variations at expected boundary 

positions. Also, many sentences are ve-y short (e.g., in subsets 1A, IE, ZC^ 

3F, 6A, 7B, and other scattered sentences), and previous experience (as well 

as published claims; Armstrong and Vard, 1929) predicts that such sentences will 

be more monotone and not as likely to exhibit the substantial Fo variations 

needed for boundary detection. We could lower the threshold for a substantial 

valley to k  eighth tones Fo dip and rise in this study, precisely because the 

less frequent occurrence of obstruents meant less likelihood of false phonetically- 

produced boundaries. 

One can use the boundary detection results for the individual sentences and 

subsets in this study to evaluate our basic boundary detection hypothesis and 

to more firmly establish exactly which constituents are accompanied by Fo- 

detectid boundaries. Our basic boundary detection hypothesis can be stated 

as follows: 

A substantial {k  eighth-tone) Fo valley will occtr" just before the 
fi.jt stressed syllable of each major syntactic constituent which 
is preceded by another constituent containing a stress. Major 
syntactic constituents include: main verbs, auxiliary verbs if and only 
i£ they contain a stress, such as a negativej noun phrases, sentences 
adverbs; conjuncts, relative clauses; and parentheticals. In addition, 
a boundary will occur before a prnposition if it is stressed (besides 
the one that v.ill occur before the strepsed noun phrase within the 
prepositional phrase). A boundary rflll occur between the parts of a 
compound noun. 

19 
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TABU I. SDNttlQ OK BOUNDARY DETECTION RESULTS 

SUBSET, AMD STRUCTURES STUDIED BOUNDARIES 
EXPECTED N 

HITS 
% 

EXTRA 
V           % 

FALSE 
H            *       : 

1A Strett Hovwaenl, 
1 Su«Bs/eonatltusnt Uk 21 kflt — . 5 19* 

IB Str»«f MovMtmt, 
ExjMndlnf 0«t«r«lner 26 20 77% 3 13* - - 

1C EtrsBS MoTtaent, 
UP Modtliw», <1» S/C 50 ue 92* 6 11* 3 6* 

ID Streee HoTaaant, 
HP Modifier«,  »It S/C ^ Uo 91* 25 3?:' 1** 

IE "Flj-iag PlmeB" Peradipc ' 12 u IOC« — — __ — 

2C2 Street MoraLent 
in rirst Constituent 30 19 635f 2 9% 3 13* 

3D Verb/Hotai Strega Palra 5E 56 97S 15 16* 21» 28* 

sr Phonetic Influences 20 18 61* 3 13* 3 13« 

ItC KP-PP-PP Subordination 25 19 76« 2 9f ' 1 5* 

6A Ci—will 33 27 B2% 1 i»* — — 

7E lea/Ho Questions 16 10 56* lit W 2 8* 

7D WR Questions i»6 33 72« 2 6* ~ — 

8A Coordinate Seriterces in 71 Ck% k 5« — 2? 

8H Coordlnat»  Verb PhraseE 55 kf m k Bf 1 2? 

OK Coordinate Noun Phraaes 36 33 82* 9 20* 3 7* 

11A RelatlTe Clauses _&) 32. _65J JJL. Jfi* JL .til 

TOTALS   FOR  ALL SUBSETS 686 519 100 57 

OVERALL  PERCEN1AGES 76* 15* 81 
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Let us consider what each of the subsets teaches us about the adequacies 

and inadequacies of this hypothesis. Subset 1A, for example, has very simple short 

sentences of the forms (NP V), (IIP V NP), and (NP AÜX V NP). We expect a 

boundary before the main verb (V) and before the second HP. In fact, only 8 

of the Zh  main verbs in subset 1A were preceded by boundaries. Five of the 

eight were before the word "worry", in fact all of the cases where the verb 

was "worry" were preceded by boundaries, while the verbs "know ", "knew", "owe", 

and "enroll"  were not preceded by boundaries, upless there was an (unstressed) 

auxiliary preceding those verbs. Is there something about the phonetic structure 

(prestressed /w/ versus other sonorants) that causes this  apparent lexical 

difference? 0r; is the difference due to the different stress patterns of the 

verbs (SU versus either S or US)? Certainly the presence of boundaries before a 

main verb when the verb is preceded by an unstressed auxiliary suggests that 

the alternating stress pattern SUS is more likely to have a boundary before the 

second S than the patuern SS. This is to be expected, since Fo is usually 

lower in unstressed syllables than in stressed ones, so the Fo valley should 

more readily occur when an unstressed syllable intervenes between stresses. 

This explains the three cases where a main verb (other than "worry") preceded 

by an auxiliary was accompanied by a boundary. Still, we would expect, 

according to the basic boundary-detection hypothesis, that a boundary should 

occur in the SS sequence, between the stressed noun subject of the sentence 

and stressed verb. We have previously tried (Lea, 1973b) to accept the counter- 

hypothesis that no boundary will occur between a noun and a following verb, but 

the five cases of boundaries with "worry" discount that counterhypothesis. 

Subset 1A also showed that 12 of the 18 expected boundaries between main 

verbs and following object NP's were detected. All those that were misseu bad 

SS sequences at the verb-noun boundary, suggesting again that boundaries are 

less reliably detected within SS sequences. However, there were four SS sequences 

at the V-NP boundary that were accompanied by detected boundaries. We can say 

that if the basic boundary detection hypothesis predicts a boundary and the 

phrase boundary is spanned by an SUS sequence, the boundary will be detected, 

if the boundary is immediately preceded and followed by stresses it may or may 

not be detected. 

i 

These uncertainties suggest that more data needs to be examined, to deter- 

mine what causes some but not all NP-V and V-NP boundaries to be detected. 

Table II shows the results of analyzing all NP-V and V-NP boundaries in the 

255 sentences, excluding those cases where other factors like coordinate 

NP's, relatives in the NP, or other structural issues might Interfere. (Note 
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TABLE II.  CORRECT DETECTIONS OE NP-V AND V-NP BOUNDARIES 

IN THE 255 SENTENCES 

SUBSET NUMBER. AND 

STRUCTURES STUDIED 

NP-V BOUNDARIES V-NP BOUNDARIES 

SS S& SE Sl^ 
SEQUENCES SEQUENCES SEQUENCES SEQUENCES 

1A Stress Movement. 1S/C 4/15»27X 4/9»44» 3/9"03X 8/8-100X 

IB Stress Movement, 
Expanding Determiner   10/33-77» 9/11-82» 1/2-50» 

10 Stress Movement 
NP Modifiers, <4S/C   22/25>=8ex 13/14=93» 11/11=100» 

ID Stress Movenn»nt, 
HP Modifiers, >4S/C -.. 23/27-85» 19/20=95» 7/7-100» 

IF 'Flying-PlBnes" 
Paradigir   4/4-100»   8/8-100» 

2C2 Stress Movement in 
1st Const. 1/4-25» 9/11=82» 2/6-33» 7/9=78» 

3P Verb/Noun Stress Pairs -_. 13/14>=93» 2/2-100» 9/9=100» 

3r Phonetic Influences 2/5-40« 3/4=75» 10/12=83» --- 

4C NP-FP-PP Subordination --- 2/5=40-, 5/5-100» 0/2=0» 

6A Commands —- — - S/8-63S 7/7-100« 

7P Ves/No Questions 5/5-100» 1/5=20» 3/6=50» 1/1-100» 

7D WH Questions 4/8-50» 3/7=42» 4/7=57» 4/4=100» 

BA Coordinate Sentences 1/16-6» 14 24 = 58» 22/32-69!, 6/8-75» 

TOTALS FOR ABOVE SUBSETS  17/53-32» 108/148-73»  97/122-79»   69/76-91« 
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that SU*£ means cases where one or more unstresses occur between the last 

stress of the previous pnrase and the first stress of the next phrase.) The 

totals for all subsets, and the results for the individual subsets, show that 

both the NP-V and V~NP boundaries are less likely to be evident when two stresses 

are adjacent, while intervening unstressed syllables aid the Fo-marking of 

boundaries. Yet, this effect is much more pronounced for NP-V boundaries than 

for V-NP boundaries. In this sense, the V-NP boundary is a much more stable, 

reliably detected boundary than is the NP-V boundary. Contrary to the assumption 

in many published works (Lieberman, 196?» Scholes, 1969> Oiler, 1973*)> '^ subject- 

predicate (or NP-V) boundary is not the most robust or prominent boundary in 

acoustic data (cf. Lea, 1972, 1973a). 

We may very well be disappointed thet the acoustic detection of phrase 

boundaries cannot be simply explained in purely syntactic terms, without the 

need for disclaimers or qualifying phrases related to lexical choices, stress 

patterns, or phonetic structures. But, until wc have an adequate model of all 

influences on Fo contours, we apparently must acknowledge such loose generalities 

as the notion that boundaries are "more likely to be detected" when unstresses 

intervene between the last stress of one phrase and the first stress of the 

next phrase. 

There are a number of other interesting results embedded in the figures of 

Table II. For example, the rightmost column of the table shows that excellent 

performance in boundary detection was obtained with V-NP boundaries accompanied 

by SU*S sequences. Two of the seven missed V-NP boundaries with SU*S sequences 

were accompanied by borderline Fo variations of 3 eighth tones. Four others 

involved words (repeated nouns and the command verb "put") that were predicted 

to be stressed, but the listeners did not actually hear as stressed, so no 

boundary should be expected. Thus, there are actually only 3 out of 72 expected 

V-NP boundaries with Sü*S sequences that were not detected. Some of the other 

lower scores in the table result from cases where predicted stresses were not 

actually perceived as stressed. For example, lower scores with coordinate 

sentences (subset 8A) resulted from predicting that the repeated verbs and nouns 

would be stressed, when in lact repeated words were usually not stressed. The 

possessive pronoun ""line" was predicted to be stressed for the commands in sub- 

set 6A, but several boundaries were not detected before those pronouns since 

"mine" was not actually stressed as expected. A glance at the stress patterns and boundary 
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results shown in Appendix A for each individual sentence can assure one that a 

significant fraction of the "missing1' boundaries g^ould have been missing since 

the surrounding words were not stressed as expected. 

Boundary detections for other types of phrase structures are given in Table 

III. Clearly, most other types of expected boundaries are very reliably detected. 

The only V-PP boundary missed was in a relative clause, which had reduced stresses 

and a fairly flat Fo contour. Over half of the ADI-V boundaries missed were in 

coordinate structures where the verb was not perceived as stressed, and thus 

these structures would i;ot be expected to be accompanied by boundaries. All of 

the missing KP-PP boundaries were before a short utterance-final PP ("from Maine", 

"of May") with weak stress on the noun, and consequently, fairly flat Fo contours. 

The two missing KP-KP boundaries also involved low stresses due to occurrence in 

a coordinate structure or a relative clause. The two missing NP-ADV boundaries 

were before moderate utterance-final stresses, but exhibited 3-eighth-tone Fo 

valleys (almost sufficient to be detected as boundaries). Both of the cases where 

a relative pronoun was not followed by a boundary had an unexpected boundary before 

the relative, and small Fo valleys after the relative pronoun. Two boundaries 

before stressed auxiliaries (involving negatives) alfao were not four'1, apparently 

due to reduced stresses in coordinate constructions. Clearly, one of the primary 

causes for missing some expected boundaries is the reduced stresses that accompany 

subordination, relative clauses, and repetition in coordinate constructions. 

Comprehensive stress rules could predict the absences of stresses in such structures, 

and no boundaries would be expected in such circumstanceB. 

Table IV  summarizes where extra, unexpected boundaries occurred in the 255 

sentences. Several regularities suggest the value of modifying the current phrase 

boundary location hypothesis (page 26 ). In particular, there seems to be a regular 

occurrence of a boundary before the noun (or,  if the noun is an unstressed pronoun, 

before the verb) in a yes/no question, even though the initial auxiliary verb is 

perceived as unstressed or reduced. Perhaps such boundaries should be expected 
1 

Similarly, while our basic hypothesis that there is no boundary internal to an 

KP (except for compounds) seems to hold in the majority of cases, the fact that 

two thirds of the ADV-ADJ boundaries are accompanied by Fo valleys suggests that 

perhaps those boundaries should be expected. Finally, we might revise the hypo- 

thesis to predict a detected boundary between a KP and its following relative 

pronoun. This seems particularly strange, since the relative pronoun is 1 'Vd 

as unstressed. 

f 
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I TABLE HI. CORRECT DETECTIONS OF VARIOUS 

TYPES OF EXPECTED BOUNDARIES 

PHRASE STRUCTURE TYPE BOUNDARIES 
EXPECTED 

HITS      PERCENTAGE 
CORRECTLY 
DETECTED 

Boundaries At Verbals; 

V-ADV 

V-PP 

AUX-V 

2 

10 

120 

2 100% 

9 90% 

96 80% 

Boundaries At NP's; 

N-N Compounds 7 

Preposed ADV-NP 2 

NP-PP 3 2 

NP-NP 17 

NP-ADV 13 

Relative Pronoun-NP 10 

NP-(AUX+NEG) 7 

Conjoined Structures; 

(VP Conj)-VP 12 

NP^CNP^onj NP) 5 

VP,-(VPt   Conj VP) 3 

(S Conj) - S 22 

(NP Conj) - NP 18 

7 100% 

2 100% 

28 88% 

15 88% 

11 85% 

8 80% 

5 71% 

12 100% 

5 100% 

3 100% 

21 95% 

17 94% 
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TABLE IV.  UNEXPECTED (EXTRA) BOUNDARY DETECTIONS 

PHRASE STRUCTURE 
TYPE 

OCCURRENCES 
OF THE 

STRUCTURE 

NUMBER OF 
BOUNDARIES 
DETECTED 

PERCENTAGE OF 
OCCURRENCES THAT 
WERE DETECTED 

Boundaries At Verbals; 

(AUX+PRONOUN)-V 

in Y/N? 3 

AUX-NP  in Y/N? 8 

NP-AUX 125 

Boundaries Within NP's: 

ADV-ADJ 12 

ADJ-N 69 

QUANT-ADJ 19 

QUANT-N 12 

ADJ-ADJ 27 

Other Boundaries: 

NP-Relative 
Pronoun 17 

Within Last 
Word of Y/N? 14 

3 

6 

4 

8 

22 

6 

3 

6 

15 

5 

100% 

75% 

3% 

67% 

32% 

32% 

25% 

22% 

88% 

36% 
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Interestingly, eighteen (i.e., kO%)  of the unexpected boundary detections in 

NP's involve the words "moral" or "imnoral", even though those words occur in 

only 20 {22%)  of the multiple-stress NP's. Over 80^ of the unexpected boundaries 

within NP's involved multisyllabic words (and thus alternating stressed-unstressed 

patterns), suggesting (as we found with the correctly detected NP-V and V-NP 

boundaries on pages 21 to 23) that unstresses between stresses increase the 

chance of boundaries being detected. 

Also listed in Table IV are five cases where extraneous boundaries were found 

within the last word of a yes/no question. This was due to an Fo valley appearing 

just before the terminal rise in Fo that often accompanies yes/no questions. 

One other category of boundaries that needs mention are the "false" boundaries 

listed in the rightmost column of Table I (page20).  Twenty false boundaries (3%) 

were in the initial syllatle of an utterance, resulting from local Fo variations 

at voice onset (perhaps due to glottal stops or such). These could be eliminated 

by setting a minimum time between the onset of voicing in an utterance and the 

time of the first possible phrase boundary. Another thirty (56$) of the false 

boundary detections resulted from Fo variations associated with non-initial obstruent 

consonants. Other false boundary detections resulted from errors in the Fo 

contour, and phrase-final terminal rises in Fo. A graphic illustration of how 

false boundaries are Introduced by presence of obstruents is that twenty four 

ik2%)  of the false boundaries were in subset 3D> which has many obstruents in it. 

In summary, it appears we are very near optimal attainable performance in 

phrase boundary detection from Fo contours, with few possibilities of improve- 

ment by revisions in the computer program. For some ideas about further detailed 

improvements in the BOUND 3 phrase boundary detection program, see our previous 

semiannual report (Lea, 1976c). However, results with the 255 sentences suggest 

that the places where boundaries should be predicted could deserve further study. 

We have found that expected stress patterns should be taken into account, so that 

boundaries will not be expected in coordinate structures with repeated words, or 

in some subordinate structures. Even the presence or absence of unstresses between 

stressed syllables could be used to refine the probability of detecting a phrase 

boundary.  On the other hand, boundaries should perhaps be expected at the first 

stress after the auxiliary verb in a yes/no question, between a noun phrase and 

the relative pronoun of its subordinate relative clause, and perhaps even between 

an adverb and the adjective it modifies within a noun phrase. The minimal contrasts 
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in structure within pairs of the database sentences have beea useful in highlighting 

these refinements. Further work, with other talkers and more structures, 

should be done. 

l.k    STllabiflcation and Automatic Location of Stress 

Syllables are located in the spoken sentences by detecting substantial 

(UdB) dips in sonorant (6O-3OOO Hz) energy which occur in the consonantal region 

of syllable boundaries. The syllabic nucleus (vowel and some adjacent sonorant 

consonants) is centered around the local peak in sonorant energy, with beginning 

and ending points of the nucleus located at those points, closest to the preceding 

and following dips, whose energy is at least half of the distance from the 

value in the dip to the value at the syllabic peak. 

The 255 sentences provide very demanding tests of the syllabification pro- 

cedure, since many sentences are all-sonorant. Sonorant consonants do not produce 

large energy dips such as obstruents do. A large majority of the failures to 

locate syllables in previous studies have been due to intervocalie sonorants not 

providing the necessary dips in energy, so two or more syllables in an all- 

sonorant sequence appear as one nucleus. (Most of these long combinations of 

syllables then appear as single stressed syllables.) 

Table V shows the syllabification results for each subset of the 255 data- 

base sentences that have been studied. The overall result of 91? correct detection 

of expected syllableB is very satisfying, particularly for this difficult data. 

Also, the predictions of expected syllables were biased against the syllabification 

procedure, in that words like "tower", "moral", end "eyeing" were predicted to 

be two syllables even though one could anticipate that the two syllables could 

merge into one in actual speech. 

Fifty one (2956) of the 175 syllables that were not automatically detected 

were the weak syllables in five words (moral, immoral, Mary, marry, ruin) that 

were always detected as having less syllables than expected. Other less fre- 

quent words like "worry", "Armenian", "tower", "Murray", "Marion", "aluminum", 

"erring", etc., were also consistently found with fewer syllables than expected, 

and accounted for over 25 (iW of the missing syllables. Other words that often, 

though not always, were found with fewer syllables than expected included ''really" 

"marine", "airmen'', "enroll", etc. 

20 
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TABLE V.      SILLABIFICATTON RESULTS 

SUBSET NUMDER, AND 
STRUCTURES STUDIES 

SYLLABLES 
EXPECTED N 

HITS 
% 

FALSE 
% 

1A Stress Movement, IS/C 102 67 85% 2 2% 

18 Stress Movement, 
Expanding Determiner 91 R4 92% 2 2% 

IC Stress Movement 
NP ^todifie^s,  4S/C 192 176 92% 0 0% 

ID Stress Movement, 
NP modifiers,  4S/C 256 217 85% 1  0 .5% 

IE "Flying-Planes" 
Paradigm 50 43 86% 0 0% 

2C2 Stress Movement in 
1st Const. 106 83 78% 1 1% 

3D Verb/Noun Stress Pairs 236 222 94% 4 2% 

3F Phonetic Influences 54 54 100% 3 5% 

4C NP-PP-PP Subordination 86 85 99% 1 1% 
6H Commands 99 86 87% 0 0% 

7B Yes/No Questions 73 68 93% 1 1% 

70 WH Questions 99 97 98% 0 054 

SA Coordinate Sentences 189 181 96% 1 1% 

SH Coordinate Verb Phrases 1 115 100 87% 1 1% 

8K Coordinate Noun Phrases 1  116 110 95% 2 7% 
HA Relative Clauses 120 116 97% 4 3% 

TOTALS   FOR   ALL  SUBSETS 

OVERALL  PERCENT/^JKS 

1984 1809 23 

DNIVAC 

91% 
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Some persistent tendencies to lose syllables by grouping two syllables 

across word boundaries were also found. Twenty three (13?) of the missing 

syllables were a result of the first two syllables of "will enroll" appearing 

to be one syllabic; "know a(n)" gave five other misses, while "enroll a(n)" 

gave seven more. 

Table V shows that all-sonorant subeete 1A, ID, IE, 2C , 6A, and 8H are 

the only ones with syllabification scores under 90%,  while subsets with obstruents, 

like 3D, 3F,  and ^C give above-average success in syllable detection. 

Also of interest, ara the 23 false alarms in syllable location, shown in the 

rightmost column of Table V. Nine of these appear to be due to a bug in the pro- 

gram which is currently allowing short (20 or 30 ms) chunks of high energy to be 

called syllabic nuclei. There is a test in the CHDNK program that should be 

throwing out all syllable candidates whose nuclei are less than 1+Oms in duration 

Related to these are four other cases where erroneous utterance-final or phrase- 

final syllables are inserted due to our smoothing of the energy function, which 

improperly brings some energy levels within noise up to the high energies needed 

for syllable detection. Five other low-energy erroneous syllable detections 

could be eliminated by setting a threshold of minimum energy below which no syllabic 

could be detected. Three cases occurred where it appears the talker actually 

sai4 an extra syllable, like "nine-uh" for "nine". 

While the syllabification results are very satisfying, there is room for some 

future improvements. One promising idea is to modify the spectral weighting of 

the energy function so it dips more reliably and substantially in non-vowel 

sonorants at syllable boundaries. In some preliminary studies with other data, 

we found that a high-frequency (650-3000Hz) sonorant energy function dipped more 

in intervocalic sonorants than did the regular sonorant energy function, but it 

was noisier or more prone to introduce false boundaries within syllables.  The 

two together, or some spectrally-weighted "loudness function" that dips more 

in intervocalic sonorants, would seem to be needed. 

Once syllables are located, we can then determine which ones are stressed. 

Our STRESS program associates stresses with high-energy syllabic nuclei near the 

Fo rise at the beginning of an Fo-detected phrase, and at local inflections in Fo at 

later points in the phrases. The results of applying this program to the 255 sen- 

tences are shown in Table 71. The overall score of 92% correct locations of stressed 

1 As this report went to press, this bug had been corrected, so that only 14 false 
alarms remain. 
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r 

TABLE VI.    STRESS LOCATION RKULTG 

SUBSET NUMB1''».  WTO 
STnUCTÜBES STTOIEö 

STRESSES                      HIT: 
N 

1 
N 

FALSE 

1A Streaa Moirenient,  1S/C 60                     55 ?2* 7 irr, 
IB Stress Movement, 

Eji-pandlng Detsrnlner 51                     k<) 96« 8 ii.t 
IC Stress Movemont 

!1P Modifiers,    1*S/C 112                     97 Pl% 18 16)1 
IP Stress Movenent, 

HP modifiers,    M/C 138                   120 87* 25 17< 
IB "Flylng-Planes" 

Parsdign 2U                      21» 10058 9 27* 
2Ca Stress Horooent In 

1st Const. kh                     42 QCI 8 16)( 

$' Verb/Noun Stress F«lrs 86                    78 91* 31* 30« 

JF Phenfitlc Influences Wl                      U2 %% 3 7? 
1»C NF-PP-PP Subordlantlon 37                      30 81* 8 21* 
6k Commniie 57                   56 m 8 1J< 
78 Yea/No Quest, is 38                   33 m 1? M 
7D WH Questions 61)                  61 %% 6 7i 
^A Coordinate Sentences 93                   88 95* ik 26* 
8H Coordinate Verb Phrases 57                  53 93JJ 15 22? 
8K Coord)nate Noun Pto-ases 51»                  50 93* 15 23* 

11A Reliitiva Clauaes 7lf                  69 'Ji* >^ 2?* 
TOTAL.1! FOR ALI SOTSKTS 1033                 9U7 226 
OVERALL PERCENTAGEE 92Ü CO* 
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syllables is surprisingly good, and is comparable to our beet results on pre-vious 

ctudies with read speech. Equally satisfying is the fairly low percentage of 

stress locations that were false (i.e., located syllables that were not perceived 

of five listeners). In past studies (Lea, 197^» P- 19)> we have found con- 

parable figures for such false alarms, but the new definition of nucleus durations 

extending out to the half-way-down points, with resulting longer nucleus durations, 

was expected to increase the likelihood of false stress locations. 

Examination of the detailed stress patterns in the various database sub- 

sets shows a few specific causes for many missed stresses and false locations. 

For example, only subsets 1C, ID, kC,  and 7B had less than 90%  of all perceived 

stresses correctly found. In subsets 1C and ID, 10 of the 33 stressed syllables 

that were not located were in utterance initial position. An error in the 

STRESS program occasionally caused such initial stresses to be missed, and 

stress to be placed on the second syllable even though it had less Fo rise and 

nucleus duration. Twelve (30%)  of the kO missed stresses in subsets 1C, ID, 

and kC  were for the word "young", while another ten (25%)  were for the second 

syllable on "enroll". 

Sixty nine (29^) of all the 238 false stresses located in the full set of 

255 sentences were cases of the auxiliary verb "will" (or, where the two 

syllables are erroneously detected as one, then the sequence "will en-") being 

called stressed. All but one of the eight cases of the auxiliary verb "are" 

in subset IE were falsely located as stressed. Subset 3D stands out as having 

many false stress locations. This is the one subset where voiced and unvoiced 

obstruents ere very frequent, and it is the presence of s'.ch obstruents that 

appears to cause all or almost all of the false stresses in that subaet. Other 

prominent sources of false stresses included: repeated words in csordinate 

constructions (36, or about 56$ of the false alarms in subsets ÖA, 8H, and 8E); 

conjunctions (12, or "19% of the false alarms in subsets 8A, tH and 8K), and 

relative pronouns (8, or 355^ of the false alarms in subset 11A). While many 

of these words were not perceived as stressed, they showed many of the prosodic 

correlfctse of stressed syllables. Perhaps these are instcinces of the listeners 

hearing a stress level which is di-tated more by expectations determined by the 

sentence structure than by acoustic infoimation. One other possible cause of 
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27 false stresses involves utterance-final or prepausal syllables. There is 

a special test in the STRESS program that locates prepausal stresses if the 

prepausal syllables are of sufficient durati^r1. Since the durations of nuclei 

are now usually defined longer than before (see pages 16 to 18), unstressed pre- 

pausal syllables are more prone to be erroneously detected as stresses. 

In sun  -v, the stress location results were very good, though there is 

room for iaj,   jient. This is evident when one considers that 18$ of the l809 

syllables detected by the syllabification routine were either perceived as 

stressed and not located a^ stressed, or perceived as non-stressed and located 

as stressed; that is, 18/6 of the syllableR were gonfused bttween perceived and 

automatically detected sti ss  levels. This is considerably more than the 

3 to 6%  confusions in perceived stress levels from trial to trial or from 

listener to listener (Lea, 1976c, pp. 27-29). An ideal stress location algorithm 

might be .xpected to exhibit around 3%  confusions when compared with perceived 

stresses. Part of that remaining 13/f or so might be eliminated by better 

syllabification results and by correcting the current errors that miss utterance- 

initial stresses and introduce erroneous utterance-final (prepausal) stresses. 

Other improvements coild come from adjustments of syllabic durations, Fo values, 

and energies on the basis of the vowel identity (or formant Fo values; see Lea, 

1976c, p. 19) and phonetic context. Perhaps totally different ways of combining 

Fo, energy, and duration cues could improve stress location scores, though other 

published algorithms have not performed better (Sargent, 1975> Cheung, 1975)- 

3-? Testing Into: ational Hypotheses 

The success of the archetype algorithm for stressed syllable location 

shows 1 le following major features of the intonation of English sentences: 

• Fo rises substantially at the first stress in each mHor phrase; 

• Fo falls gradually after peaking near or somewhat after the 

first stress in the phrase; 

• Fo rises slightly at all other stresses in the phrases (but 

usually not so much as to yield a fall-rise Fo valley within 

the phrase). 

We also noted the following complicating effects of phonetic structure on 

on Fo contours: 
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• Fo dips during voiced obstruentB, and 

• Fo is high imnediately after unvoiced obstruents, and then 

i ..-dly drops to values dictated by the stress and other 

large-unit intonational effects. 

Fundamental frequency contours in the 255 sentences also show several 

other types of intonational regularities besides Fo valleys at phrase 

boundaries and increases of To  at stresses. For example, we noted in the 

previous section that 995? of the initial stresses in sentences were coincident 

with (or immediately before) the Fo peak in the sentence. Turning this 

around, we may note more generally that 

• Fo rises steadily in the initial part of sentence, until 

the first stress, where it peaks. 

This regularity was noted at least as early as 1929 (Armstrong and Ward), 

but is sometisies obscured in arbitrary sentences by effects such as phonetic 

influences on Fo causing fall-rise valleys before the first stress, or 

early brief jumps of Fo, after unvoiced obstruents, to values just higher 

than the values in the initial stress. Sometimes a syllable after the first 

stress can have a brief Fp peak above that in the first stress, due to an 

unvoicad obstruent. However, in the 255 sentences analyzed, such effects 

did not mask this regularity. The all-sonorant sentences obviously had no 

such complications, and I found that the phonetic effects in the sentences 

with obstruents could be eliminated by disallowing the first two Fo points 

after a period of unvoicing from defining the peak, and simply stating that 

the first stress is the syllable whose syllabic peak immediately precedes the 

Fo peak. In a couple of borderline cases of stress, where some of the 

listerers heard the utterance initial syllable as stressed, and the computer 

profram loL-ted the syllable as stressed, the Fo peak appeared there even 

though the majority of listeners didn't perceive the syllable as stressed. 

These seem so much like initial stresses that they shouldn't be taken as 

refuting the regularity of coincidence o." Fo peak and initial stress. Also, 

there were two cases where the Fo peak did not align with the first stress 

because an emphasized syHeble later in a sentence caused an unusuallj, high 

Fo in its region, which exceeded the Fo peak on the initial stress. However, 

in both cases, this later Fo peak might be ruled out either by setting a 

maximum time (after voicing onset) before the first stress must be encountered 
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or eise by noting the presence of a large Fo valley before that delayed Fo 

peak. This effect may be stated specifically as an intonational hypothesis: 

• An emphasized or contrastively stressed syllable in a 

sentence will have an unusually high peak Fo value that 

can equal or exceed that of the initial stress in the 

sentence. 

Much more testing would be needed to verify this effect of emphasis and 

contrastive stress. 

Another intonational regularity that was verified firmly with the 

255 sentences was the following: 

• Fo falls after its highest Fo value in the last stress, to a 

low value at the end of each declarative, command, and WH 

question. Fo dips,then rises,within the last stress of 

yes/no questions, and rises throughout subsequent unstresses. 

This was found to be true for every sentence except two: one declaratire 

which the talker spoke with a sense of being incomplete ("Men will know...." 

[KNOW WHAT?] ) and a yes/nc question with emphasis on a quantifi-r, so that 

it seems more like a WH question of "How many" than a yes/no question ("Will 

all your men know?") With over 99-5%  of the declaratives, commands, and WH 

questions, and about 95%  of the yes/no questions, satisfying this terminal 

contour regularity, we can consider it well verified. 

So, we now have Fo rising to the first stress, and (for all but yes/no 

questions) falling from the last. What happens between the first and last 

stress? A preliminary study of the first 58 of the sentences showed that, in 

91^ of the cases: 

• Fo falls from one stress to the next in a sentence (or clause). 

The exceptions were spanning major syntactic boundaries that were followed 

by highly stressed syllables. Another regularity was that: 

t Fo on unstressed syllables is lower than on all preceding 

stresses, and is usually at or below a value along the line 

between the values of the Immediately preceding and following 

stresses. 
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Exceptions were when an unstresBed syllable had higher Fo value than the 

preceding (phrase-initial) stress because the stressed syllable was short 

and Fo continued to rise, plus the unstress was a high vowel while the 

preceding stressed vowel was low and hence had an intrinsically lower Fo 

(exanples: "any," "mpny"). 

I expected from published claims that Fo might mark subordination of 

one phrase under another, but found no clear regularity. I also was unable 

to simply characterize any unique Fo contours in coordinate HP's or other 

coordinate constructions (cf. Lea, 1972). 

Table VIb summarizes some prosodic cues that were found for one clear 

structural contrast; namely parenthetical or appositive (non-restrictive) 

relative clauses. The paranthetical (whose description and prosodic -values 

are to the left of the slashes in Table VIb) is preceded and followed by 

longer time intervals between it and the surrounding syllables; that is, by 

a fons cf brief pauses. Fo falls dramatically before the paranthetical, and, 

after the paranthetical, rises substantially. A Tune II rise in Fo marks 

the incompletion and interruption the paranthetical produces. There do seem 

to be two distinctive types of parantheticals, though; one for which the 

Tune II occurs before the paranthetical (LI11 and LI12) and one for which it 

occurs at the saä of the paranthetical (LIITi L120, L121). Thus it appears 

that: 

• Parantheticals are demarcated by large Fo variations and long 

intersyllabic time intervals at their boundaries, and by 

Tune II Fo contours. 

Finally, a very clear example of the potential of using Fo contours to 

detect syntactic structures is shown for the sentences of the "Flying Planes 

Paradigm" (named after the two alternative structures of the ambiguous sentence 

"They are flying planes."). Sentences like "Lawmen are lying men", with 

the structure HP-Copulative-ALJ+N, have Fo valleys (hence, phrase boundaries) 

only before the ADJ. In contrast, sentences like "Lawmen are ruling Maine.", 

of the structure NP-AÜI-V-N have -valleys (boundaries) before the V and the N. 

This was always true for all the sentences in subset IE. Thus, Fo contours, 

and Fo-detected boundaries, can clearly distinguish between alternative phrase 

structures. It is interesting to note that no such contrast was evident in 

perceived etrese patterns (Lea, 1976c p. ^2). 
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We may Bunoarize by saying that many intonational regulations could be 

noted with the controlled contrasts in the 255 sentences, and they provide 

information that might be useful in speech understanding systems. 

3-6 Acoustic Correlates of Stress 

The stressed syllable location program does a fairly good job of utilizing 

some major acoustic correlates of stress. However, our acoustic prosodic 

analysis of the 255 sentences provides eroensive data for further studies of 

the acoustic correlates of stress. The Fo contour can provide peak and average 

Fo values in each syllable, Fo contour slopes and shapes within each syllable 

nucleus, and more global Fo contour features. The sonorant energy function 

and syllabification procedure provide the duration of the syllabic nucleus, 

the peak energy value in the nucleus, a measure of the energy integral for 

the nucleus, and other energy and duration information. Further study of 

such features can and should be done. In particular, such studies may help 

devise better algorithms for stressed syllable location. Unfortunately, time 

did not permit our studying such date in any detail. 

Further studies can also include investigations of how stress decisions 

can be adjusted to take account of the intrinsic prosodic features (phonetically- 

dictated energies, durations, and Fo values) of various vowels and consonants. 

¥e know that an unstressed high vowel may have higher Fo than a stressed low 

vowel, while an unstressed low vowel may have higher energy and longer duration 

than a stressed high vowel. Voiced consonantal contexts also cause a vowel 

to be longer, its Fo to be somewhat lower, and its energy to be somewhat 

higher. Further studies could perhaps make more or better use of relative 

values of prosodic features in comparing one syllabls with its neighbors. 

The contrclled contrasts in the 3300-sentence speech data base should 

be very aiseful for undertaking such future studies of acoustic correlates of 

stress. 

3-7 jgEgsiOs M^gflUga to gp??gb PafomwaBR Ssaiam. 

In summary, the studies of acoustic prosodic patterns in the 255 sentences 

have provided important confirmation of our procedures for phrase boundary 

detection, syllabification, and stressed syllable location. They also have 
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suggested specific ways in which such algorithms might be improved. We thus 

have the promise of improved prosodic analysis tools that may be useful in 

speech understanding systems. 

More importantly, these studies have firmly established various prosodic 

regularities that may be used to predict prosodic patterns accompanying 

hypothesized sentence structures within speech understanding systems. Regularities 

of syllabification, automatic stress assignment, boundary placement, intersyllabic 

time intervals, and Fo contour shapes may be used to adjust the scores on 

hypothesized words or word sequences, in a manner similar to that we developed 

for the BEN HWIM system. For example, we may predict that words like "worry" 

or :'moral!' may be detected as monosyllabic, and not penalize a word match that 

involved only one acoustically-detected syllable for such theoretically- 

multisyllabic words. We may allow "will en-" in a sentence like "Ron will 

enroll airmen." to be found as one syllable, or we may first try to improve 

syllabification to find the missing syllable boundary (by using a new spectrally- 

weighted energy function). From our studies we may predict more precisely 

just which syntactic structures will exhibit Fo boundaries, and where they 

will be positioned. Then, if we find agreement with such predictions, we 

can reward that structure with a higher priority in the hypothesizing and 

testing. Similarly, if stresses occur on the wrong syllables for a certain 

structure (that is, they are not those predicted from previously observed 

regularities), we could decrease the priority of hypothesizing that structure. 

Specific structural features, such as the sentence being a yes/no question, 

a paranthetical being present, or one of alternative syntactic bracketings 

being possible, can also be gleened from the prosodic data, to aid parsing 

and the overall control strategy of a speech understanding system. Much has 

been learned from the study of the controlled speech texts, and much more could 

be learned from extensive further studies. 
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k.    REVIEW OF PROSODICS RESEARCH PROGRAK 

Sperry Dnlvac's reaeer^h on prosodic grddelinee to speech UDderstanding 

produced nemy eacperinental reeults that help MB  better underetand how proeodic 

Etructures relate to other aspects of linguistic structures, such as phonemic 

sequences and phrase stractures-  We have presented theoretical arguments 

about the need for extracting from the acoustic speech signal some prosodic 

cues to the large-unit linguistic structure, without dependence upon the prior 

determination of phonemic structure and recognition of the words in the sentence 

(Lea, Medret^, and Skinner, 1972a). Vital assumptions of a prosodically-guided 

approach to speech understanding hare been verified from a variety of experiments. 

We thus have both theoretical and experimental reasons for promoting the use of 

prosodic information in speech understanding systems. These will be outlined 

in section 4.2, following a tabulation in section 4.1 of all major results from 

our research for ARPA. Section k.3 provides a review of our various cooper- 

ative efforts to make prosodies an important aspect of speech understanding 

systems. 

In sections 4.4 to 4.7, we briefly review four major areas of prosodic 

studies: intonation and phrase boundary detection (4.4), perceived stress patterns 

( 4.5), automatic location of stressed syllables ( 4.6), and timing cues to 

linguistic structure ( 4.7). We also have made some initial attempts to define 

and test some specific procedures for using prosodic information in speech 

understanding systems ( 4.8). A major contribution suitable for aiding future 

studies is our development of a large speech database with controlled linguistic 

contrasts from sentence to sentence ( 4.9). 

4.1 pytrY^V 

Table VII on pages 41 to 43 summarizes the major contributions that have come 

from Sperry Dnivac's ARPA-sponsored research. We have been leading advocates 

of the use of prosodies in speech understanding, doing what we can to precisely 

define the role of prosodies (as listed in section A of Table VII). We have also 

cooperated with other ARPA/SDR contractors in many general aspects of the overall 

large speech understanding programs (section B of Table VII), and have developed 

and provided computer programs and other services to system builders (section G 

cf Table VII). Section D of Table VII (pages 42 and 43) shows that we contributed 

in essentially all aspects of prosodies: intonation, stress patterns, phonetic 

durations, rhythm, pauses, rate of speech, acoustic correlates of stress and 
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TABLE VII   CONTRIBUTIONS OF SPERRY UNIVAC TO THE ARPA 

SPEECH UNDERSTANDING RESEARCH PROGRAM (1972-1976) 

DEFINING THE ROLE OF PROSODICS IN SPEECH 
UNDERSTANDING 

• Strauad syllabi« an important bacau« thay occur 
in important words, exhibit clon phonamic-phonatic 
corratpondenc«, are more carefully articulatad and 
more reliably analyzed phonatically, are good Indicators 
of syntactic structum, and are cloMly atsociattd with 
predictable phonological distortions at various rates 
ofspaach. 

• Various machine transcriptions of speech (i.e., result« 
of automatic segmentation and labelling of speech) 
ware analyzed, and it was shown that far fewer errors 
in vowel and obstruent datsification occurred in 
streuad syllables than in unstressed or reduced 
syllables. 

• Linguistic and perceptual arguments suggest that 
syntactic structures, detectable from prosodic patterns, 
should be used at early stages of speech understanding. 

e    Sentences which had been troublesome to the BBN 
speech understanding system were proctssed through 
the Sparry Univac prosodic analysis programs, and 
specific prosodic cues were found that could be used 
to determine the type of sentence end the specific 
syntactic bracketing intended by the talker. 

e    An overall strategy for prosodically-guided speech 
understanding has been specified. It Involves use of 
stressed syllables as anchor points for reliable 
phonetic and phonemic analysis, restricting expensive 
acoustic analyses to those arees where prosodies say 
uich analysis is needed, guiding the selection of 
appln;pble phonological rules, and detection of 
atperts jf syntactic structure directly from prosodic 
patjins. 

COOPERATIVE EFFORTS WITH OTHER ARPA/SUR 
CONTRACTORS 

e    Our symactic and prosodic analysis of 250 sentsnea» 
produced by SUS contractors resulted in the selection 
of the "31 ARPA Sentence«", used in venous common 
studies such as workshops on parameterization, speech 
segmentation, and phonological rules. 

e    Sperry Univac and other ARPA contractors have co- 
operated on major common tasks of selecting speech 
data bases, standardizing recording procedures and 
phonemic notations, compiling and applying sound 
structure rules, comparing speech parameterization 
techniques and speech segmentation results, and other 
comparative activities. In particular, a tutorial was 
presented on prosodic structures, prosodic information 
on selected date bates was supplied to several work 
shops, samp!« parameters and segmentation resulM were 
presented at th« respective workshops, end sessions on 
prosodic structures were chaired at workshops on 
phonological rules. 

e Sperry Univac actively participated in steering committee 
meetings end other activities guiding the overall SUR 
program. Dr. Mark Medress of Sperry Univac served as 
Assistant to the Ch/iirman, and later as Acting Chairman 
of the Steering Committee. 

e Sperry Univac was actively involved in the development 
of ideas for a five year follow-on program to extend the 
current five /ear SUR program. 

e Sperry Univac produced nine semi annual reports, five 
other ARPA sponsor«! reports, 5 journal papers, 14 
oral presentations and 25 SUR NOTES describing our 
reiearch (see Appendix B), and extensive communica- 
tions over the ARPANET. 

C.     COMPUTER PROGRAMS, AND APPLICATIONS TO 
ARPA/SUR SYSTEMS 

e Computer programs were developed and supplied to 
ARPA/SUR contractors, providing the following pro- 
sodic information: 

- Fo Contours 

- Intonatiunal Phrase Boundaries 

- Syllabification 

- Stressed Syllable Locations 

These orograms were implemented in the BBN system, 
and used for devising similar programs at SOC. 

e A procedure hat been developed for using protodically- 
detected phrase boundaries to weigh word and phrne 
hypothetet in the Bolt BeraneK and Newman (BBN) 
HWIM speech understanding system. The state- 
transition arcs of the augmented transition network 
grammar were specially marked if they were expected 
to be immediately preceded by mtonationally detected 
phrase boundaries. The scores on words associated with 
the arcs were increased if expected boundaries were 
detected, or decreased if expected boundaries were 
mining in the acoustic prosodic data. Sixteen BBN 
sentences were processed through a computer program 
that detected phrase boundaries at fall-rise valleys in 
fundamental frequency contours. Analysis of simple 
traces of the hyoothetlzing, testing, and constructing 
of syntactic stnj   uret by the HWiM system showed 
that prosodic adjuttment of icon» would increase the 
likelihood of correct words end phrases being selected 
before incorrect ones. These ideas ware later refined, 
tested further, and implemented in the HWIM system, 
but time didn't permit their full testing. 
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TABLE VII. CONTRIBUTIONS OF SPERRY UNI VAC TO THE ARPA 

SPEECH UNDERSTANDING RESEARCH PROGRAM (1972-1976) 

0. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

PwMPtion of Protodwi 

•   LnMmn em rvlMWy paraat«» «hieh lyllaUM an 
I (with 6\ conhiwon) 

• Pamwad nrm pitarm ign* with ttion MNfntd when 
MlbiMtl »r» pivtn only «M wrimn »MX. 

• Canain wonh ("eon«nt worrit") an wmitowiriy 
paroalvad at itnaad, whita olhara ("functio»! wordi") 
ara paraaivad m uiuuauad or raduead. 

a    Rapaaad »rfci or now» in coordinate contmietioni 
hava lowar ptnansi maa tavalt than in nmpta 
conitnjctioni. 

a   Vartn.  auxiliary vart», and conjunctiont  haw  lonar 
paroaiyad ma lavali whan in uibordmata phra« 
•tructuta. 

a    Litttnan   can  raliably paroaiva phraM boundariai  in 
ipactrally-invanad ipaach. 

Intonational Phraaa Boundariat 

a    Subrtanojl f-o vallayi occur at m«;or phran 
boundanai  (bafora  NP't,  Vi,  ADV'i, PP't, Clauml. 

a   About 80-90% of tha major phraaa boundariai in 
ipaacn can ba üaiaciad hwr Fo itüayt 

a    Falaa boundary daaetiora nult from Fo variationi 
naar obctruann. 

t    An unitra«ad lyllabta h«i lowar Fo than all ftrauat 
that praoada it within a dauM. 

a Paranthatical phmai an pia«adad and tollowad by long 
intanyllabie intarvali, and marfcad by a Tuna II rua, and 
large Fo «ariatlont at both andi of tha paranthotical. 

•   Subordination of phraaa« doat not appear to ba raadity 
datacad from Fo contour». 

a    Glottal (topi, detectable by large local »erietioni m Fo 
oontoun. ara twalna timai more likely to occur bafora a 
l»awed than an unitraaaad vowal in elUonorem phonemic 

—I, They alto fraouantly mark phraeat boundariai. 

Syllablfieation 

Over 90% of the fyl'.eble» in connected ipaach may ba 
found from high '.neryv nuclei lurroundad by dipt of 
4db or more ir energy. 

The beginning and ending of e lyllibic nudeui may be 
quite accurately located el the outermott pomo where 
energy » et <e»it half way above the dip in energy, towards 
the peak energy level in tha nudeut. 

Syllablae are not dencted whan, during ell-eonoreni 
nquencae, tha energy level doei not dip adequately for 
■yllable boundary detection. Another ipactrally-waighad 
energy function or ee^nantal information (nieh at foment 
trenntiom end eutometie ttetectioni of non-vowal 
•onorena) might help locale euch mMng tyltabte 
boundariat. 

a   Tha   Fo-daneled phraee boundary oceun jut! bafora 
the firtt rtret» in the following phrate. 

Fo Contours 

e    Fo eontoura ere a luparpotition of fellriw deute 
contoun, erchatype phraee contours, Fo nts» at 
ttrot potttioni, and Fo variationi at obttruatm 
(LtM dips during voiced obttruanti, and tuddan 
lumps at unvoicing with tubaequent rapid tall from 
high valuatl. 

a Fo contoun within phraaei, and phraaa boundary braakt 
in tha Fo contour, mey be tnodallad by a «tatitiical 
curve fitting prooedura ueing a modified form of the 
gemm» dtttnbution 

a The Fo Peak in a tantanue It at the tint itiewed eyl- 
lebte of the tentanea. 

a Fo fafli after the laet itrett of ell dederathret, com 
mendi, end WH questions, end rises within end after 
the lest stress of yes/no Questions 

Sueitad Syllable Location 

a    Over 90% of the rttatted tylldilet in connected tpeech 
mey be loceted at those tyllabic nuclei that have non- 
falling Fo and are highest in energy in the vicinity of either 
(el the Fo riK to the peek velue at the beginning of a 
phreu, or (bi iccel Fo rises about e gradually falling 
archetype line in the later part of a phraee 

a    About 20% of all stress locations era falte (nut pointing 
to paieaivad ttraatat), due to «election of the wrong 
nucleus in a neighborhood of an Fo net. Adfuttmants 
of duratron«, intensitiei. and Fo contoun for vowel height 
and consonantal context may reduce wch errors. 

a   Straetad tyllabia location« from using Fo rint done or 
long-duration nuclei done war« found to be oontiderabiy 
leas accurata and produce more fait« stresses than loca- 
tnnt using the above "archetype contour" algorithm. 

a The fint «tress in e tentanea wet found 99% of the time 
by locating the nucleus immediately preceding the peek 
Fo in the tentanea. 

a    SucoaaOmg stratus have progiewivdy lower Fo 
values,  except  at  major  tyntactic  boundaries   «vhere 
Fo may rne for highly ttraaad or amphaund tyllablat. 
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TABLE VII. CONTRIBUTIONS OF SPERRY UNIVAC TO THE ARPA 

SPEECH UNDERSTANDING RESEARCH PROGRAM (1972-19761 

D.   EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (confinu«d) 

Itochrooy of Strwwi 
Protodic HvpottMMM 

Tim« innrvdi batWMn »rmmt art t \mmr function 
of the number of intarvtning itr 

• Intantrwt InMrvdi tend to duttsr nar «bout 0.4 
Mcondi (i.e., t»nd toward iiochrony of itraM») 
primarily bacauH of *• ilMnifting itmt/unttriM 
p«rt»rn of Englith. 

Structurtl PauM« 

• Long penodi of unvoicing (including period» of 
«ilencel occur between clguiM. 

• The duration of a paus« u uiually one rhythm unit 
(one average mnrttreu interval) between claujei 
and two umti between tentancai. 

• Heiitatton pauN« are uiually tubttantially longer 
than itructural pauaM. 

Phraie-Final Lengthening of Vowel» and Sonorant» 

a    Vowel« and tonorant contonann are lubrtantielly 
lengthened in phraw-final pofitiont. 

• The phraw-final lengthening «xtendi ;o group* of 
neighboring tyllablei Including the I ait »trail in a 
phrase and any njbwquant umtrenat up to the 
flnt itran In the next phraw plui. In tome case», 
the next earlier ttreu and neighboring unitreatei. 
Hence detected phran boundanai (at the end of 
the lengthened group) did not alway« occur at the 
time of the lyntactic boundary. 

a    Over 90% of the phraie boundariat perceived by 
listener» who heard »pectrally inverted »peach were 
detectable from group« of lengthened »yllablar 

Intantreu Infrval» M Phraaa Boundary Cuei 

•    Over 96% of the major phran boundariei perceived 
In »pectrally invertad speech may be datactad from 
long intaritrau intarvali (^ 0.5 Mcondi) »panning 
the boundariei. 

Rat« of Speech and Phonetic Dlitortioni 

«    The tim« interval between two itreuaa wat shown 
to be lovtrwly correlated with the percentage of 
phonai (between the«« itreuai) that had bean 
erroneously categorized by automatic labelling 
ichema». The intarftrcti intarval was damonitratad 
to be a better predictor of error rate (and, thus, a 
bettar indicator of applicabl« phonological rule») 
than other meatura« of speech rat«, such as the 
number of syllable» par «arond. 

A careful study of the litamura and previous analyaa» 
of pro»odic data retultad in a compilation of an ax- 
taniiva «t of hypothetat and rule» relating proiodic 
pattern» (intonation, itrtai. rhythm, etc.) to linguiitic 
»tructurea (jentence typaa. lyntactic bracketing and 
lyntactic catagoria». phonetic «aquanc«, semantic 
rtructura», etc.). 

Datab««« of Controlled Lingui»tic Contrwti 

a    A data b«H of 1100 antencei wai de»igned to care- 
fully iiolata factor» Influencing proiodic and phonetic 
structure», A tat of 178 "Phonetic Santancai" i» 
mpecially »uitable for tefting automatic scheme» 
for formant tracking, phonetic Mgmant danification, 
and phonological rule» application. A set ol 922 
"ProKxyntactic Sentence»" wa» datigned such that 
varioui minimal pain of untancet could iiolata pro- 
iodic affect! du« to sentence ty-«, lyntactic bracketing, 
subordination, coordination, laxical ttraai pattern», 
semantic contrart», and phonetic »aquanc«. The data 
baw mcludei Nntancat typical of thoM handled by the 
ARPA »peach undaritinding »yttamt. 

•    Th« databai« hat been divided into »mall lubiats 
that tnt »pacific proiodic hypothawt and linguiitic 
contra»!«. Initial »ubMti totalling 255 »antence» 
have been digitized and prccauad through proiodic 
program» to study njch regulantie» a» th« placement 
of protodically daacMd phraaa boundariei n 
»trataaa move, which phraaa boundariei are marked 
In Fo contour«, perceived and automatically 
datactad itran pattern», and overall Fo contour». 
Many further tatti could be undertaken with thi» 
databaaa. 
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boundaries, listeners' perceptions of prosodies, syllabification, and the 

compilation of data baser and hypotheses for exteneive controlled investigations 

of prosodic structures. Contrary to much of past work with prosodies and some 

current work in speech synthesis, which needs to focus only on the salient 

features of acoustic prosodic data (cf. e.g., Allen and O'Shaughnessy, 1975; 

O'Shaunessy, 1976), these studies have been very exacting, with use of actual 

acoustically-derived infomat.lon such as computed fundamental frequency contours 

(with all their inexactitudes, occasional octave errors, local perturbations, 

etc.), nonorant energy functions,and automatic voicing decisions. Our computer 

programs for prosodic analysis then directly use that imperfect information, 

such as syllabification being based on sonorant energy contours, and stressed 

syllable location being based on To and energy contours as well as the 

syllabification results. 

Basically, our offort has been two-pronged: (1) experimental research ahout 

prosodic structures, and (2) cooperation with other AEPA contractors for general 

tasks and for development of prosodic aids to the developing speech -understanding 

systems. In sections k.k  to 4.9 we will review the experimental research. In 

sections k,2,  and 4.3, we will review the cooperative efforts in speech understanding 

system development. 

k.2   Defining the Role of Prosodies in Speech understanding Systems 

Prior to the AEPA/SHR program, prosodic cues to sentence structure, and 

prosodic aids to the location of reliable acoustic phonetic information, were 

given little or no attention in speech recognition efforts. The strong moti- 

vations for the use of prosodic patterns in speech recognition procedures were 

thus presented in some detail in our first report (Lea, Medress, end Skinner, 

1972a, section 2), and subsequent reports (notably, Lea, 1976b). In particular, 

we showed that stressed syllables are of prime importance in speech recognition, 

because of: (a) the occurrence of stressed syllables in semantically important 

words; (b) the close correspondence between detected phonetic structure and under- 

lying phonemic structures in stressed syllables; (c) the much higher reliability 

of phonetic classification possible in stressed syllables (as evidenced by the 

analysis of results from the CMD Speech Segmentation Workshop); (d) the vital cues 

to syntactic structure that stressed syllables provide; and (e) the close 

association between time intervals between stresses (as rate-of-speech measures) 
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and applicable phonological rules. 

In our first progress report (Lea, Medress, and Skinner, 1972a), we 

reviewed linguistic and perceptual arguments that prosodlc structures should 

be used to detect aspects of syntactic structure independently of any phonemic 

analyses and word matching algorithms. Linguistic arguments suggest that 

phonetic sequences are not invariant linear strings that occur each time a word 

is spoken, and, taken alone, they cannot be relied upon to provide all the 

information needed for determining the word sequence in a sentence. These 

arguments ha-'e been vividly verified by the demonstrations with the 1976 AEPA 

speech understanding systems (especially at CMU), which showed that syntactic 

constraints were very important in providing successful speech understanding. 

Perceptual arguments indicate that human listeners, as successful archetypes of 

speech understanding mechanisms, use phrase units at earliest stages of speech 

perception, and that those phrases are detected from prosodlc information. 

Our experiments have clearly confirmed the marking of large-unit linguistic 

structures in prosodlc patterns. 

To further confirm the value of prosodies in speech understanding systems, 

we conducted two studies, which, though they axe experiments and thus might be 

listed under section D of Table VII, have as their primary consequence the 

demonstration of the valuable role of prosodies in speech understanding, and 

thus are listed under section A of Table VII. We investigated various machine 

transcriptions of speech resulting from the automatic segmentation and labelling 

of speech provided by several research groups reporting at the 1973 ^Mü 

Symposium of Speech Segmentation. We found that far fewer errors in vowel and 

obstruent classification occurred in stressed syllables than in unstressed or 

reduced syllables. In another study, sentences which had been troublesome to 

the BBN speech understanding system were processed through our prosodlc ana^sio 

programs, and specific prosodlc cues (F.) contours, detected phrase boundaries, 

stressed syllable locations, pauses, and timing cues) were found that could be 

used to determine the type of sentence and the specific syntactic bracketing 

intended by the talker. 

We also defined an overall strategy for speech understanding which uses stressed 

nuclei as islands of phonetic reliability to be detected in early stages of 

phonetic analysis, and uses prosodically-derived syntactic hypotheses to guide 

syntactic parsing and an overall analysiö-by-synthesls process. 
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It ie interesting that, after our efforts to clear^ define an important 

role for prosodies in speech understanding systems, the Steering Committee of 

the ARPA Speech understanding Research program,In its mid-term rerlflu of the 

total SÜR program, suggested that a major attack shS&!A t* mounted on the area 

of prosodies, since this source of knowledge had not been used in any previous 

system, though it offered the possibility of a unique contribution to sentence 

disambiguation and overall system control strategies. 

k.3 CooneratiTe Efforts to Advance the Development of Speech Dnderstfrndinr Svetema 

Besides providing solid arguments for tbi use of prosodies in speech 

understandiag, we have participated in various other aspects of system development. 

under the guidance of the Steering Committee, Sperry UnJvac has been engaged 

in e variety of cooperative efforts to aid the progress of the overall SDR pro- 

gram. Our syntactic and prosodic analysis of 250 sentences produced by the 

system building contractors resulted in the selection of 27 generally interesting 

sestences representive of the task domains being used in the various systems. 

These ultimately formed the bulk of the ''31 ARPA sentences" (Lea, Medress & 

Skinner, 1973b) used in various common studies euch as workshops on parameteriza- 

tion, Sögmentation, and phonological rules. 

Sperry Dnivac and other ARPA contractors have cooperated on major common 

tasks that were helpful to the various ijstems and the research being conducted 

within the program. These included: selecting speech data bases; standardizing 

recording procedures; comparing speech parameterization techniques; developing 

the uniform ARPA3ET phonemic notation (Medress, 1972, SÜR Note32); comparing 

various methods of speech segmentation and labelling; and compiling, comparatively 

evalueting, and applying sound structure (phonological) rules. At an early 

stage in the program, Lea presented a tutorial on prosodic features and linguistic 

structures, at the ARPA Seminar on Acoustic Phonetic Characteristics of English 

Sentences. He also chaired sessions on prosodic phenomena at the workshops on 

phonological rules. 

Mark Medress of Sperry Dnivac served during part of the SDR program as 

Assistant to the Chairman, and later as Acting Chairman, of the ARPA/SÜR Steering 

Committee. Sperry Dnivac also was very active in other Steering Co::mittee 

activities, including proposing specific ideas and plans for a five year follow- 

on program to extend and apply the results of the five-year SDR program. 
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A concrete produc: of Sperry Univac'3 work was the circulation of nine 

regular ("semiannual") progress reports, five other AEPA-sponsored reports, 

five journpl papers, 1^+ oral presentations, and 26 SUE Notes. 

While these various cooperative ef -ts within the SUR program required 

a significant portion of our effort and other groups' efforts, they represent 

one of the greatest benefits of the AR'-'A/SUR program. Little had been done before 

this» program to compare a.. 1 emative methods in speech analysis or to em ourage 

close cooperation and even direct competition among speech research groups. 

Interchange about parameterization techniques, speech segmentation procedures, 

phonological rules, syntactic uiodels, semantic and pragmat:  constraints, and 

system str-actures haa significt-ntly contributed to the success of the program and 

the Sj.—dfic systems. The compilation and application of phonological rules 

was a major contribution to speech sciences. It is wnrth noting, by the way, 

that many of the selected phonological rules depend upon prosodlc information 

such as stress patterns. 

Perhaps the most specific contributions of Sperry Univac's work to the 

d9velopir->nt of speech understanding were in providing prosodlc analysis 

routines and specific proposals of how to use prosodies in the ARPA/SUR systems. 

We developed and circulated to the ARPA/SUR community, a FORTRAN program for 

obtaining an Fo value every 10 ms, based on a center-clipped autocorrelation 

analysis (Skinner, 1973a,b). This program was subsequently modified and used 

by other ARPA/SUR contractos, including BEN jd SDC. Another program which 

was delivered to SUR contracto:-s was the FORTRAN program "BOUi^'', which detects 

syntactic boundaries from fall-rise valleys in Fo contours and long periods of 

unvoicing ("pauses"). This program was incorporated into the BEN HWIM system, 

and ideas froc it were also used at SDC. 

A third FORTRAN computer program (CHUNK") used sonortr energy contourc to 

locate the peaks, beginnings, and endings of syllabic nuc^.ei, and to locate 

syllable boundaries. This program was incorporated into the BB" HWIM system, 

and a similar pr^Tam, based in part on Paul Mermelstein' s wonc at Haskins 

Laboratories, was incorporated into the SDC system. Our FORTRAN program for 

locating stressed syllables ("STRESS") was based or rchetype Fo contours in 

detected phrases and high values of energy integral :ui syllabic nuclei. This 

program was incorporated into the BBN HWIM System. 
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Last, but by no rneanß least, of our efforts to apply prosodies to SUE 

systemE vas our development of a procedure for using Fo-detected phrase 

boundaries to adjust the scores on word and phrase hypotheses in the Dolt 

Bercnek and Newman {BBS)  HWIK speech understanding system, so that correct words 

and structural hypotheses will be proposed at earlier stages in parsing, and 

erroneous -.beories ctn be avoided. The state-trtnsition arcs of the augmented 

transition network grunmar were specially marked if they were expected to be 

immediately preceded by intonationalüy-detected phrase boundareis. The scores 

on words associated with the arcs were increased if expected boundaries were 

detected, or decreased if expected boundaries were missing in the acoustic- 

prosodic data. Sixteen BBN sentences were processed through the computer pro- 

gram that detected phrase boundaries at fall-rise valleys in fundamental fre- 

quency contours. Analysis of sample traces of the hypothesizing, testing, and 

constructing of syntactic structures by the WHIM  system showed that prosodic 

adjustment of scores would increase the likelihood of correct words and phrases 

being selected before incorrect ones. These ideas were later refined and modified 

to handle BBN's new shortfall density scoring procedure, tested further, and 

implemented in the HWIK system. BBK researchers planned to test the HWIM system 

with and without prosodic information but were unable to perform euch tests 

before their contract ended. Still, as was noted in section 2.2, our studies 

showed that prosodies caused a rearranging of the priorities of hypotheses such 

that correct theories would have been tried earlier tbaik without the prosodic 

guidelines, so that false parsing paths could be avoided, parsing could be 

more efficient, and more correct parses should result. 

k.k   Intonation and Phrase Bounderies 

An algorithm was devised for segmenting speech into grammatical phrases, 

by marking phrase boundaries at the bottoms of "substantial'" fall-rise valleys 

in fundamental frequency (F ) contours. This algorithm was implemented as a 

FORTRAN program on the Sperry Dnivac interactive speech research facility, then 

supplied over the ARPANET to all SUR contractors. It uses Fo data obtained from 

the Sperry Dnivac fundamental frequency tracking program (Lea, Medress, and 

Skinner, 1973a, Appendix A). The algorithm also successfully detected clause and 

sentence boundaries wherever long (350 millisecond) stretches of unvoicing 

K.e., "pauses") occurred. 

1. In earlier studies, a "substantial" Fo valley was considered to be defined 
by a minimum of 1%  fall and 7%  rise in Fo. In the most recent studies, we used 
If eighth tones as the threshold value for an Fo valley. 
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A series of "natural experiments" (cf. Anderson, 1966) were conducted to 

test the algorithm. In such "natural experiments", one does not directly con- 

trol an independent variable (such as syntactic bracketing) and study resultant 

changes in a dependent variable (such as valleys in Fc contours); rather, he 

simply looks at the data obtained from naturally-occurring phenomena (such 

as the speech which had previously been recorded at Purdue University and 

identified as the Rainbow Script, spoken by six talkers, and the Monosyllabic 

Script, spoken by two talkers). Our first experiment included those texts, 

plus 13 cf the 31 ARPA sentences. For such speech texts, we demonstrated 

that over 80^ of all intuitively predicted syntactic boundaries were detected 

from substantial fall-rise valleys in Fo contours. Over half of the "missing" 

boundaries were between noun phrases and auxiliaiy or main verbs. In some 

later reports we excluded such NP-AUX and NP-V boundaries, getting scores 

nearer 90^ for all other boundaries. 

Some "extra" boundaries were detected at places in the syntax where they 

had not been expected, and some "false" boundaries also were detected where 

they obviously had no relation to syntactic structures. The false boundaries 

were almost all due to local Fo variations introduced by obstruents. The 

"extra" boundaries and "missing" boundaries (expected but not detected) needed 

to be better understood, yet the uncontrolled nature of the speech texts made 

it difficult to find simple explanations. More controlled studies with 

sentence pairs with minimal differences in structure needed to be conducted. 

We extended those tests in a later study, to include the full set of 31 

ARPA man-computer interaction sentences. Boundary detections were soc?vhat 

more reliably found with speech read from a written text than in some of the 

simulated man-computer interactions. This test still involved uncontrolled 

speech texts. 

In 1975> after the large Sparry Univac speech database had been designed 

and recorded, tests V3re conducted on the ability to detect phrase boundaries 

in a subset of 159 designed sentences, involving three talkers. All the 

sentences in thj subset were simple (unembidded) declarative sentences with 

one of six phrase structures. The majority were of the form "Ron will enroll 

NP", to test how the Fo-detected boundary before the NP moves as the first stress 

in the NP ^oves. Unfortunately, two of the talkers shoved very little Fo variation 

throughout each utterance, so that wo could not conclusively determine which 

^9 
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syntactic constituents are separated by fall-rise patterns of fundamental 

frequency. The main conclusion that resulted from this study was that the 

rise in Fo after any detected boundary will begin at the first stress in the 

following constituent (for all the talkers). The Fo-detected boundary 

invariably occurs just before the first stress in the following phrase. Of 

course, other factors like dips of Fo during nearby voiced obstruents could 

cause local movement of the boundary, but the syntactic structure and stress 

patterns dictate that the boundary be just before the first stress. In all- 

sonorant sentences such as the 159 studied then, the placement of the boundary 

immediately before the first stress of the next phrase becomes very apparent. 

The most recent study of intonational phrase boundaries, described in 

section 3-3 of this report, further verified this placement of the Fo boundary. 

However, with the one talker used in this latest study, whose Fo contours 

are more animated and show clear boundary markings, we were able to also 

determine which constituents are regularly accompanied by Fo-detected boundaries. 

After a stressed constituent, we find that noun phrases, sentence adverbs, 

conjuncts, relative clauses, and parantheticals are preceded by Fo boundaries, 

as are stressed main verbs (and auxiliary verb phrases if and only if they 

contain a stress such as a negative). The two parts of a compound noun are 

also separated by an Fo boundary. Since some words, like main verbs, lose 

their stress in some constructions (e.g., in coordinate constructions and 

subordinate phrases), those words will not be preceded by Fo boundaries in 

such positions. 

Boundaries were found in this latest study to occur more regularly when 

unstressed syllables intervene between the last stress of the previous 

phrase and the first stress of the following phrase. In general, in pre- 

dicting where Fo boundaries should occur, expected stress patterns should be 

taken into account, so that boundaries will not be expected in coordinate 

structures with repeated words, or in some subordinate structures. Even the 

presence or absence of unstresses between stressed syllables could be used to 

refine the probability of detecting a phrase boundary. This study indicated 

that boundaries should perhaps be expected at the first stress after the 

auxiliary verb in a yes/no question, between a noun phrase and the relative 

pronoun of its subordinate relative clause, and perhaps even between an adverb 

and the adjective it modifies within a noun phrase. 
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The minimal contrasts In structure within pairs of the database sentences 

have been useful in highlighting these refinements in boundary prediction. 

In summary, it appears we are very near optimal attainable performance 

in phrase boundary detection from Fo contours, with few possibilities of 

improvement by revisions in the computer program. For some ideas about 

I       further detailed improvements in ■the BOUND 3 phrase boundary detection program, 

see our previous semiannual report (Lea, 1976c). However, results with the 

255 sentences suggest that the places where boundaries should be predicted 

could deserve further study. 

I In addition to detection of phrase boundaries from Fo contours, several 

other studies about Fo contours have been conducted at Sperry Univac. In 

1973» Lea proposed a model of Fo contours in which effects due to clauses, 

phrasal groupings, stress patterns, and phonetic effects were superimposed. 

Our recent studies of Fo contours in the 255 all-sonorant sentences (section 

3.5 of this report) confirm the general rapid-rise, gradual-fall intonation 

of declarative, WH, and command clauses, and the terminal rise that sometimes 

but not always accompanies yes/no questions. The peak of the Fo contour in 

a clauje was shown to occur during or just after the first stressed syllable 

in the clause. Stressed syllables were almost always exhibited by local Fo 

rises at or near their syllabic onsets, -.i  predicted in Lea's model. The 

effects of phonetic sequencies on Fo CLV -ours are superimposed on the clause, 

phrase,and stress effects, and are removeable by use of all-sonorant sequences. 

As has been repeatedly verified, Fo dips slightly during voiced obstruents, 

and is initially high after unvoiced obstruents and then followed by a rapid 

fall. 

An interesting sidelight to our studies of fundamental frequency contours 

in the 159 sentences (Lea, 1976c) was the observation that large fundamental fre- 

quency variations occurred before many stressed word-initial vowels. These were 

obviously the result of glottal stops. The glottal stop is oftan preceded 

by a local rise in fundamental frequency, which suggests an acoustic (hence, 

universal physiological) origin of rising tones that are often found to 

precede glottal stops in tone languages. After a glottal stop, a rapidly 

rising fundamental frequency, or other major perturbations of fundamental 
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frequency, nay occur, unvoicing may be apparent during the glottal stop. 

übTiously, fundamental frequency variations thus may be indicative of the 

occurrences of glottal stops, so that they may be distinguishable from oral 

stops. 

In addition, the results with the 159 sentences strongly indicate that 

glottal stops are more likely to occur before stressed vowels than uastressed 

ones. If a glottal stop occurs, it very probably precedes a streseed vowel, 

and is often likely to be juat after a major constituent boundary. The 

glottal stop is thus another potential cue to stress and constituent structure. 

In another study of Fo contours, Dean Kloker (197^), showed that over 

B0%  of xhe perceived phrase boundaries in spectrally inverted speech were 

detectable by an Fo model that automatically locates and describes the shape 

of Fo patterns throughout a sentence. He used the function y(t) = at e   to 

model the rise-fall shapes which define phrases, with parameters a, b, and c 

derived from a stepwise regression which adds new values to the region of a 

phrasal contour as long as the variance of the fit is not too large end the 

next Fo value is within a prediction interval. Twenty one percent of the 

boundaries found by the model were not found perceptually (i.e., were "false 

alarms"). Kloker also found that sentence-final phrases marked as complete 

clause boundaries by listeners were generally found to be falling or level 

patterns, while those heard as incomplete were all found to be rising Fo 

contours. 

Our study of Fo contours in the contrasting structures of the "flying 

planes paradigm" (page, 36)  showed a clear case of how Fo contours, 

and the boundaries detected from them, can be uaed to distinguish between 

alternative syntactic bracketings of a sentence. No boundary occurs between 

the adjective and final noun in the NP-COPDLATIVE-NP structure, while a 

boundary does occur between the verb and final noun of ths NP-ADI-V-N 

structure. Many other structural contrasts can be possible where boundary 

detections can distinguish among alternative structural hypotheses. 

As boundary locations are more precisely predictable and we know more 

specifically just which constituents will be accompanied by boundaries. 
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boundary detections can be used ever more effectively in hypothesizing 

syntactic stractures given the prosodic information. Then, such prosodic 

adjustments of parsing paths as was attempted for the BBN HWIM system will 

be possible and desirable. 

k. 5 Perceived Stress Patterns 

Before we could evaluate any automatic procedure for locating stressed 

syllables, we needed a "standard" specifying which syllables in speech are 

actually stressed. In an initial study in 1973) we had three listeners 

individually listen to portions of speech tapes, rewinding at will and listen- 

ing again until they could mark each syllable as either stressed, unstressed, 

or reduced. Texts studied were the Rainbow Script spoken by six talkers, 

the Monosyllabic Script spoken by two talkers, and 13 of the AEPA man-computer 

interaction sentences (involving eight talkers). Each listener repeated 

the perception test three times, with trials separated by sevaral days. With 

three repetitions with speech, three without speech (using only the written 

text), three listeners, and with the various speakers involved, this study 

involved a total of about 28,000 judgments of stress levels for syllables 

in the connected texts. 

As expected, the different listeners sometimes assigned different stress 

levels to the same syllables, presumably based on hew they individually defined 

the boundaries between categories of stressed, unstressed, and reduced syllables. 

Their confusions were not seriously increased or decreased in going from 

individual talker to talker, or from text to text. Two listeners were found 

to agree in their perceived stress levels for most of the individual syllables. 

They differed on only about 5%  of all syllables as to whether they were (stressed 

or not, and each of them showed only about 5%  confusions in decisions about 

stressed syllables from one trial to another. Unstregged and reduced levels 

were much more frequently confused. A third listener differed from the other 

two listeners on about half of his stress level judgments, and also labelled 

substantial percentages of all syllables as stressed on one trial and unstressed 

on another. Such listeners who are inconsistent in their own judgments and 

who differ dramatically from other listeners should be excluded in any attempts 

to establish standards about which are the actual "stressed syllables" in 

connected speech. 
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The lietenere also appeared to be ar consistent in their assignaents 

of stress levels given only the written text as they were in their assignments 

when listening to the speech recordings. However, their judgments without 

speech did not correspond well with their Judgments with speech if the speech 

was spontaneous (that is, not produced by speakers reading written texts). 

Listeners appeared to differ most dramatically from each other, and yiold 

more confusion in stress levels from repetition to repetition, when yes-no 

questions were involved.  (Later studies with more questions did not show such 

a difference due to sentence type; Lea, 1976c.) 

These initial studies were later extended to all the 31 AHPA sentences 

(Lea, Medress, and Skinner, 1973b) with similar results. Then, in 1976, with 

the completion of the design and recording of the large 3300-Bentence speech 

data base, further studies were conducted on listener's perceptions of stress 

patterns, both for enhancing our understanding of the method of obtaining 

perceptions, and to supply stress judgments on a variety of sentence structures. 

These stress judgments provide the 'standard' of correct stress assignment 

by which acoustic correlates of stress can be evaluated, and also provide 

considerable evidence (involving over 17,000 perceptions) about the stress levels 

accompanying various word categories, and the effects of syntactic processes 

(e.g., subordination and coordination) on stress patterns. 

By an initial experiment in which eleven listeners provided stress percep- 

tions on three separate trials (spaced one week apart), we demonstrated that 

five new listeners that were substantially untrained about prosodic structures 

could successfully (i.e., consistently, and with agreement among listeners) 

categorize all syllables in connected speech as either stressed, unstressed, 

or reduced. Good listeners may be selected on the basis of consistency from 

time to time and agreement with other listeners. Listeners agree that, with 

a few times of rewinding and listening to the clauses in a sentence, they 

can effectively and meaningfully mark stress patterns. They usually listen 

first for stressed syllables throughout clauses, then fill in decisions about 

reduced and unstressed syllables. 
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It appears from these studies that the relative stressedness of syllables 

can be reliably determined from counting the number of listeners that agree 

that a syllable is stressed (or reduced), thus yielding a "stress score" which 

is highest for the moat stressed syllables and lowest for the most reduced 

syllables. Using such a stress score, we have demonstrated that WH-words, 

nouns, quantifiers, and command verbs are among the most-stressed words in 

English sentences, and that main verbs, adverbs, adjectives, and negatives 

are also usually stressed. Auxiliary verbs, copulatives, pronouns, relative 

pronouns, and possessive determiners are usually unstressed, wM.le articles, 

prepositions, and conjunctions are usually reduced. Coordination produces 

significant reductions in stress levels on repeated parts (verbs or nouns), 

and subordination of one clause or phrase under another causes reduction in 

stress scores on verbs, auxiliary verbs, and conjunctions, but not nouns. 

Another structural regularity that was observed was that perceived 

stresses tend to decrease throughout a word sequence that would otherwise 

be expected to have equal stresses, or a rising stress pattern; stresses on 

subject nouns sure higher than on direct object nouns, and stresses on prenominal 

modifiers (adverbs, adjectives, and participles) show a descending stress 

pattern, not the expected nuclear stress pattern. 

In addition to providing extensive experimental evidence about English 

stress patterns, these studies have provided the necessary standard of correct 

stress assignment by which acoustic correlates of stress can be evaluated. 

k£    Automatic Location of Stresses 

In 1972, we first proposed a strategy for locating stressed syllables. 

Based on previous studies that had shown that local increases in Fo and 

large integrals of energy within a syllable are the most reliable acoustic 

correlates of stress, this algorithm looked for regions of high energy 

integral near local Fo increases. The increasing Fo near the beginning 

of each constituent detected by the boundary detector was assumed to be 

attributable to the first stressed syllable in the constituent (Lea, 1973b> 

section 5)' A stressed "HEAD" to the constituent was thus associated with 

a portion of the speech which is high in energy with rising Fo, and bounded 

by substantial (5 dB or more) dips in energy. Other stressed syllables in the 

constituent were expected to be accompanied by local increases in Fo. Since 
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the MBual  ("archetype") shape of the Fo contour in a conetituent is a rapid 

rise followed by a gradual fall in Fo, we expected that local 'increases' 

in Fo due to later stressed syllables would show local rises above the crad- 

WllT felling Fo contour, even if Fo did not rise absolutely near the stressed 

syllable. The stressed syllable is located within a high-energy-integral 

region near this local rite above the archetype Fo contour. 

This strategy was first specified precisely and used in rigorous hand 

analyses but not iapleoented as a computer program until 1975- la the interim, 

the algorithm was tested by hand analysis of Fo and energy contours for kOO 

seconds of connected speech; namely, the Rainbow Script spoken by six talkers, 

the Monosyllabic Script spoken by two talkers, and, later, the 31 ARPA test 

sentences. The algorithm succeeded in locating an overall average of around 

85$ of all syllables perceived as stressed by the majority votes of a 

panel of listeners. Performance was best with speech read from written texts, 

but even in the 31 AEPA man-computer interaction sentences, over 65%  of the 

perceived stresses were found. About 20% of all algorithmically located 

"stresses" were false. In that they did not point to syllables perceived as 

stressed by a majority of the listeners. 

It was conceivable that simpler procedures for stress location might work 

as well as the archetype contour algorithm we had developed. Consequently, in 

1973» La* (I973f) did a comparison of three approaches to stressed syllable 

location. Methods based on only the durations of h-'gh energy chunks, or upon 

only the length of time that fundamental frequency (Fo) was not falling signifi- 

cantly, did not perform as well as the original algorithm based on archetype 

Fo contours in phrases and local searches for high-energy chunks of speech. 

The archetype contour algorithm was also least sensitive to the type of 

sentence being processed, while the other algorithms showed quite different 

performance in yes/no questions. 

In March, 1975, the archetype algorithm was implemented as a FORTRAN pro- 

gram ("STRESS") and distributed to SUR contractors. This repiasented a major 

milestone in Sperry Dnivac's efforts to provide prosodic aids to speech under- 

standing. The implementation included a number of improvements and new tests 

not included in the original algorithm, including refined methods for selecting 

the highest-energy nucleus near a rise in Fo, a method of picking up some 

stresses that were missed in very long phrases, and a special test for pre- 

pausal streBses. The program was tested with the Rainbow and Monosyllabic 
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Scripts, spoken by two talkers, and the 31 ARPA sentences. On the average, 89^ 

of the syllables perceived as stressed were found by the program, while about 

one out of five locations were false. The STRESS program confused about 1556 

of all syllables between the stressed and unstressed categories, while listeners 

confused about 55K of the syllables. While the program is obviously open to some 

improvements, it is approaching •'"he level of performance that listeners can attain. 

In our most recent study of syllabification and automatic stress location 

(see section 3.4), we found that 91? of all the syllables in the 255 database 

sentences were correctly detected by the syllabification routine, while some 

weak syllables in all-sonorant sequences were missed. These results were 

surprisingly good, considering the difficulty of syllabification in all- 

sonorant sequences. The overall scores of 92? correct stressed syllable location 

and 20%  false alarms were also very satisfying. There is, however, still 

room for considerable improvement. One such improvement is expected to come 

from a revision of the STRESS program to associate the first stress in a 

sentence with the nucleus immediately preceding the peak Po value in the 

sentence. Another improvement would be a revision of the utterance-final 

(prepausal) test for stresses. Other possible improvements were discussed in 

section 3»4» 

Steps should be taken in future studies to use the located stresses to 

guide phonemic analysis, word matching, and syntactic parsing processes. 

k.l   Timing Cues to Linguistic Structures 

In 1974, we conducted a study of rhvthm and timing cues In our available 

speech texts (Lea, 197^). These studies suggested that stressed syllables 

tend to occur at intervals of about O.k  to 0.5 seconds (that is, there is some 

tendency toward stress "isochrony")• However, the variation in interstress 

interval sizes was quite large, even for a single talker within a single text. 

We concluded that the concept of English being a stress-timed language is not 

simply exhibited by exact equality of interstress intervals, or even by an 

unquestionable "tendency toward equality" of interstress intervals regardless 

of other factors. We found that, contrary to several published hypotheses, 

the average interstress interval increases about linearly with the number of 

unstressed syllables between the stresses. A tendency toward stressed-unstressed 

alternation was exhibited, and it is probably this tendency, plus the somewhat 

uniform durations expected for unstressed syllables, that yields the tendency for 

interstress intervals to cluster somewhat near an average of O.^ seconds or so. 
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This study also showed that pauses between clauses of a sente&ce tended to 

be about the sane duration as interstress intervals, while pauses between 

sentences tended to be twice that duration. A pause ie thus like an integer 

multiple of an inserted silent interstress interval. We also found that time 

intervLls between detected syntactic boundaries tended to cluster in a multi- 

modal distribution centered around multiples of the average Interstress interval. 

These results indicate that interstress intervals, pause durations, and 

intervals between detected boundaries all seem to relate to speech rhythm. Each 

of these, plus a measure like the number of syllables per second, may be useful 

as a measure of the rate of speech. Information about rate of speech may ha 

used in selecting the appropriate phonological rules to apply in determining 

underlying phonemic structure from the slurred, coarticulated phonetic 

sequences. "Fast speech" rules show more slurring, coarticulating, and 

dropping of speech sounds. 

We experimentally investigated how various measures of the rate of speech 

correspond with changes in phonological structure that should be handled by 

"fast speech" phonological and acou:tic phonetic rules. The duretj.on of the 

interstress interval was found tc in-s^rsely correlate with the percentage of 

phones that were erroneously categorised by various available methods for 

automatic phonetic categorization. Other measures of speech rate, such as 

the number of syllables per unit time, were not as closely correlated with 

phonetic error rates. The interstress interval thus appears to be useful in 

predicting phonological rules that might apply tc an utterance. 

In addition to such phonological use of rate of speech, specific rhythmic 

effects such as Interruptions of rhythm (pauses, "disjunctures", etc.) could 

be useful in hypothesizing the grammatical structure of a sentence. 

Two experiments were conducted that verified the occurrence of timing 

cues to grammatical structure. In one experiment, five sentences per speaker 

were selected from the speech of six individuals who participated in simulations 

of computer interactions. The utterances were distorted by spoctral inversion 

and presented to five listeners who marked stressed syllables, and the locations 

and types (normal or hesitation) of phonological phrase boundaries, using only 

the prosodic cues remaining in the signal. Vowe] and sonorant durations (with 

and without aspiration) were measured from spectrograms, and then declared 
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stressed or unstressed based on the perce:tions. Exploring the hypothesis that- 

large increases in phonetic duration are syntactically determined, perceived 

boundary locations were compared with preceding segments which were 20^ above 

the median length for that segment type. Using a rule which groups lengthened 

syllables, and from the lengthened group predicts phrase boundaries, 91%  of 

the perceived boundaries were predicted. Of all the perceived phrase boundaries, 

those before silences longer than 200 millisenonds were more reliably predicted 

by lengthening than boundaries not at long silences. Locations perceived tj be 

normal phonological phrase boundaries were more reliably predicted than those 

perceived as hesitations. Of the predicted boundary locations not perceived 

by listeners, some marked major syntactic boundaries, but most were at minor 

syntactic breaks, notably between modifiers and nouns, and after prepositions. 

The results also suggested that speaker differences and style variations may be 

important. 

In another experiment, the question was whether or not one could detect 

major phrase boundaries from timing of prosodic features alone (such as onsets 

of syllabic nuclei 'ound from energy contours), without the need for a prior 

determination of the phonetic sequence or the detection of lengthening of phonetic 

segments. We have already noted that syntactically-dicteted pauses appeared 

as one-or two-unit interruptions of rhythm. Interstress intervals spanning 

those pauses were thus two or three times their average duration within clauses. 

In addition long disjunctures (i.e., interstress intervals greater than 0.5 

seconds) accompanied 93%  of the perceived boundaries between phonological 

phrases. We thus do have quite reliable cues to linguistic structure in the 

timing of speech events. 

h.B    Carefully Designed Speech Databases 

From our initial "natural experiments" with the Rainbow, Monosyllabic, 

and S1 ARPA speechtexts, we were able to get initial evidence suggesting 

specific relationships between various acoustic prosodic features, on the 

one hand, and linguistic structures, perceptions, and abstract notions (such 

as boundaries, phrase structures, and rhythm, etc.), on the other hand. 

However, one cannot be certain with such natural experiments that some unknown 

third variable is not the source of any apparent relationships between the 

acoustic variable and the uncontrolled underlying abstract variable. Controlled 

experiments, with all variables except one fixed in the comparison of two 
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utterances, provide the proper extension from the encouraging results of the 

natural experiments. We consequentlj" undertook the design of speech texts 

to provide the necessary controls and sufficient data to extend these encour- 

aging tendencies into well-defined rules relating prosodic variables and 

linguistic ctructure. As noted in the previous sectione, controlled tests 

with these sentences have contributed substantially to our understanding of 

prosodic structures. 

There is a definite need to develop precise rules for systematically 

relating prosodic patterns to underlying structures. If one can understand 

hov the interacting effects of semantics, syntax, lexical structures, stress 

patterns, and phonetic sequences are superimposed in the Fo and energy 

contours and time patterns of controlled English sentences, he has some 

of the most essential tools for using acoustic prosodic data to guide speech 

understanding strategies. Only by a systematic attack on the task of com- 

piling experimentally-verified rules can one hope to provide the kind of 

reliability needed to make such prosodic data of mejor value in speech 

understanding systems. For example, our earlier predictions of where phrase 

boundaries should occur in Fo contours were based on intuitive analyses of 

syntactic structures. Where expected boundaries did not occur, or wherever 

false or unexpected boundaries occurred, there had been no recourse indicating 

the source of the error. This was ir part due to the intuitive predictions 

used, and in part due to the uncontrolled syntactic structures involved in the 

texts studied. Experiments with the designed sentences of known syntactic 

structure have already begun to  indicate exactly what structural boundaries 

are marked, and will ultimately permit the writing of precise rules predicting 

where boundaries will occur in new sentences of similar structures. These 

rules for predicting detectable boundaries may then be useful in computer 

detendnation of possible underlying structure given the detected boundaries. 

Similarly, precise rules for relating stress patterns to underlying structures 

are needed. 

Of primary importance in such prosodic studies is the development of English 

intonation rules. Intonation rules cut across the whole gamut of problems 

involved in speech understanding, including the explanation c_ Jay  constituent 

boundaries are detectable in Fo contours, what are the acoustic correlates of 

stressed syllables, how syntactic and semantic structures might be manifested 
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ajoustically, what are useful phonological rules and iLorphological rules in 

various contexts> and how stress rules might be inferred from acoiwtic data. 

Many rules and hypotheses about regular prosodic patterns have been published, 

but few have been tested with extensive speech data. We consequently designed 

an extensive set of 922 sentences which provide "minimal pairs" of sentences 

with nearly identical word sequences but c utidating structures. These 

sentences ■'.nclude explicit tests of the prosodic effects of sentence type, 

contrastive syntactic bracketing, subordination, coordination, syntactic 

categories (such as pronouns, veroals, compound nouns.- etc.), movement of 

stress within phrases, coreference, etc. Prosodic patterns that can be studied 

with these sentences include: performance of the program for detecting phrase 

boundaries from valleys in Fo contours, acoustic correlates of stressed 

syll:.les, and performance in automatic stressed syllable location; acoustic 

measures of rhythm and rate of speech; rverall Fo contour shapes; and lecal 

variations in prosodic features due to ^onetic sequences. Also designed was 

a set of 178 sentences which included all word-initial consonant-vowel (CV) 

sequences and all word-final vowel-consonant (VC) sequences. These "phonetic- 

sequence sentences" provide the speech data needed for efficiently testing 

automatic procedures for vowel and consonant classification. For example, five 

sentences provide instances of  all distinguishable stressed vowels of American 

English, coupled with the sibilants (s,/), in initial CV and final VC positioud. 

The 1100 designed sentences were recorded in a pseudorandom order by 

three male talkers, using unusual recording procedures that involved projecting 

the sentences one at a time on the wall of a sound proof room in which the 

talker was situated. Complete dialect information was obtained for the three 

talkers. Subsets of the sentences (including 99 by one talker, 37 by another, 

and 255 by the third) were duobed into a useful order for subsequent prosodic 

analysis. 
■ 

Fron extensive studies with such designed sentences, one could hopefully 

develop experimentally-validated intonation rules and other prosodic rules. 

These rules would then be used to guide parsing, semantic  alyais, phonological 

analyses, and word matching procedures in futurj speech understanding systems. 
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Only a modest beginning on such studies has been completed within our AEPA program, 

but the data is available for further studies. In addition, our experience with 

the unusually monotonic speech of two of the talkers suggests that the 

sentences ought to be recorded by other talkers. 

A report about the detsigned sentences and many prosodic hypotheses that 

they can ^ used to test has Just been published and should be of service in anj 

future studies with the large speech database. I would like to reiterate here 

that the design of such an extensive set of sentences with minimally-distinguished 

sentence structures is a very valuable result. To design and record such 

large volumes of speech, devise hypotheses to test, and arrange the data into 

subsets for analysis is a major task which spanned almost three years at Sperry 

Dnivac. Othbr researchers might avoid duplicate effort by adopting some of the 

sentence structures, and per.'iaps even the speech recordings, for their studies. 
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S. CONCLUSIONS AND FDRTHER STUDIES 

Table VII (pages 1+1 to ^3) lists the many specific accomplishments of 

Sperry Univac's work on Prosodic Aids to Speech Recognition for ARPA. We 

need not summarize such specifics again here. Father, we shell consider the 

general conclusions from this work, and final suggestions for further studies. 

5.1 Coneluaiona 

« 
Prosodic information can and should be used to provide: reliable anchor 

points for efficient and accurate phonetic analysis; guidelines for phonological 

rule applications; segmentation of sentences into phrases; indications of 

syntactic features like sentence type, subordination, and coordination; and 

cues to semantic relations. We have shown not only why such use of prosodies 

is important, but, to some-  degree, how prosodies can be incorporated into 

speech understanding systems. Specific computer programs are now available 

for obtaining Fo contours, locating syllabic nuclei and syllable boundaries, 

determining which syllables are stressed, and segmenting sppech into phrases. 

A general strategy for prosodically guided speech understanding would: 

segment speech into phrases; locate the stressed syllables; do a phonetic 

analysis anchored around the reliable stressed syllables and other islands 

of phonetic reliability; hypothesize words that match that phonetic structure; 

postulate syntactic structures that match the prosodic patterns of phrase 

bcundaries, stress patterns, timing, and intonation; hypothesize phrases or 

word sequences that match the prosodic, segmental, and lexical information: 

and verify semantic and pragmatic conditions. No such system has been developed, 

and none of the ARPA systers 3ome close to using prosodies to the degree we 

have recommended. However, our initial cooperative effort with BBN, to 

incorporate intonational phr'-de boundaries into the parsing procedures of 

the BBN HWIM system, was giving encouraging results as the ARPA/SUR program 

came to a close. Also, syllabification, Fo tracking, and even rudimentary 

aspects of phrase boundary detection were incorporated into the systems. 

Five years age tJjnost no mention was made of the role of prosodies in 

speech understanding systems. Prosodies were not listed among the major 

knowledge sources or "1.evels" of system organization in the original report 

of the ARPA study group that defined the ARPA/SUR program. One would have to 
- 

look long and in a variety of dlrectionE1 to hear or see even any "lip 
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eerrice" given to the possibility that prosodies should play any role in 

speech recognition.   Indeed, prosodies was at an infant stage ccaparable 

to that which phonemic structures had in the word recognition efforts of the early 

195C'E. Prosodies had less acceptability in 1971 than syntax enjoyed in Lindren's 

1965 survey of work on speech recognition. Now. prosodies have reached such 

a level of acceptability and attention that one rarely hears a general 

prediction of future work without a substantial (though not always a well- 

informod) acknowledgement of the need for a prosodic knowledge source in the 

system. In a review of one of my recent papers, the reviewer put the 

question of whether to use prosody as now a foregone conclusion, and 

considered that now it is a question of how to use it. To a long-term 

advocate of such a "weak-sister" in the array of speech processing tools 

this is a heartening accomplishment. 

Sperry ünivac's efforts in the JfflPA program began as basic supportive 

research on prosodies and their relationships to speech understanding systems. 

Only at a late stage in the program did the pressures for successful systems 

and closer cooperation among contractors Jgad us into concerted efforts to 

incorporate our ideas and experimental results into the systems being 

developed by other AEPA contractors. In retrospect, if such practical 

application of prosodies within systems was to be accomplished primarily by 

us, the researchers on prosodies, rather than by the systen builders, such 

an orientation should have been taken earlier. Ve didn't quite make our 

experiments be of practical application until shortly before the systems had 

to be frozen for performance evaluation. 

Consequently, our biggest accomplishments were in the area of experi- 

mental studies of prosodae structures. This is evidenced by the long list 

of experimental results listed in Table VII (pages ^1 to 43). We provided 

solid experimental evidence for what were intuitively accepted notions about 

the value of prosodies; namely, that any of various available methods of 

automatic labelling of phonetic segments worked best in the carefully arti- 

culated stressed syllables, that intonution provides cues to phrase structure, 

that stress patterns can be used to directly detect some aspects of syntactic 

1 A notable exception was the work of the late Gordon Peterson (1961, 1963) 
perhaps the earliest spokesman for the use of prosodies in speech recognition. 
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structure, and that stresses are crucial to the rhythm, rate, and prediction 

of phonological distortions in speech. 

We experimentally confirmed or disproved linguist-is' and theorists' 

rules about expected stress patterns, intonation contours, pauses, rhythms, 

and perceptions of prosodies. Some of our results have major theoret_cal 

significance to linguists and speech scientists. For example, contrary 

to Bolingers' published claims (I965, 1972), there is a neutral, syntactically- 

determined intonation contour and stress pattern for spoken English sentences. 

Contrary to the claims of Pike (19^5) and other linguists, isochrony of 

English stresses is not exhibited by simple squeezing of unstresses between 

fairly fixed onset timej of stressed syllables. Some aspects of claimed 

''nuclear stress patterns" (cf. Chomsky and Halle, 1968) are nut confirmed by 

either perceived stress patterns or acoustic correlates. Despite criticisms 

(Armstrong and Ward, 1929; Lieberman, 196?) of the close association assumed 

between constituent structures and invariant prosodic signals, there is 

considerable evidence that major syntactic boundaries are reliably marked by 

pauses, Fo contours, phrase-final lengthening of vowels and sonoran+j, longer 

interstress intervals, and even specific phonetic segments like glottal stops. 

A major challenge to total language models is the distinction between the 

positions of surface syntactic boundaries and the displaced indicators of 

those boundaries in Fo contours and groups of lengthened syllables. Similarly, 

though the subject-predicate boundary is considered among the major syntactic 

breaJcs in a sentence (cf. e.g. Scholes, 1971)» that boundary is one of the 

least detectable from the prosodic patterns we have studied. 

Our research has spanned the whole gamut of prosodic structures, and I 

believe it provides vital background for further work on prosodic aids to 

speech recognition. We are very close to where prosodies can be used to 

provide valuable aids to phonological analysis, word matching, and parsing. 

Indeed, if a system builder cannot now accept the need for a total prosodically 

guided speech understanding strategy such as we have proposed, he should at 

least give careful consideration to incorporating a "prosodic verifier'' 

which compares expected prosodic ' ttems for hypothesized word sequences with 

actual detected patterns, and thus adjusts scores of alternative hypotheses. 

Such ideas are being explored by Sperry Univac under internal funding. 
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Many of our most solid results about prosodic structures have come from 

the recent use of our database of sentences with minimßl pairs of contrasting 

structures. Such designed sentences should play a valuable role in any 

prosodies research or development of prosodic aids to speech understanding. 

If I had my unrestricted choice end the necessary resources to undertake 

a progrsm in prosodic aids to speech recognition today, I would do the following, 

and I obviously recommend this approach to interested researchers. I would 

have a two-prong effort: (1) conducting n<-cessary experimental research on 

prosodic regularitiesj and (2) developing a irr?d?TlÜiftn"tiJi7 prosodically-guided 

speech understanding system which can progressively incorporate more prosodic 

information. 

We do not know all we need to know to be able to simply apply prosodies 

to speech understanding without simultaneous further research. Anyone who 

would promote prosodic aids without further experimentation would be in 

danger of slowing the ultimate progress uf prosodically guided systems by a 

premature application of limited information. Such a tactic may even lead 

to discouragement about prosodies, rtirulting from ill-devised and improperly 

applied limited tools. ¥e need to know more precisely: just which constituents 

are demarcated by Fo contours and other prosodic cues; what intonation can tell, 

us about sentence type, subordination, coordination, and special phrase structures 

how to remove or handle phonetic influences on prosodies; what stress patterns can 

actually be expected with various phrase structures; how to use timing cues to 

select phonological rules; etc. We also need to test prosodic regularities with 

more talkers, other speech styles, and more repetitions per talker. In general, 

useful rules for relating prosodic patterns to linguistic structures must be 

experimentally developed. 

On the other hand, the development of useful rules for relating prosodic 

patterns to linguistic structure also demands the direct application of those 

rules to working systems, to evaluate their accuracy and utility. I would recom- 

mend a system structure that makes use of prosodies from the very beginning of 

system implementation. Two alternative beginnings are (A) a prosodically 

guided speech understanding system such as we have previously defined (Lea, 

197^5 Lea, Medress & Skinner, 19715); or (B) a more standard system with 

acoustic analysis, phonetic segmentation, word matching and scoring, and 

appropriate parsing and control structures that hypothesize and test word 

sequences, but with a "prosodic verifier". The prosodic verifier would 
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compare expected stress patterns with detected stress patterns to adjust word 

scores, compare expected and Fo-detected phrase boundaries to adjust scores 

on word hypotheses, compare prosodic indicators of sentence type with the 

hypothesized type of sentence, etc. Either system could use stressed syllables 

as phonetically-reliable anchors around which a search for occurrences of 

words can be attempted, and, if convenient, they could restrict expensive 

acoustic analyses such as LPC spectral analysis to only those regions (voiced 

regions or maybe only stressed syllables) where prosodies could suggest that 

such analysis is needed. 

The system should be used initially for very restricted tasks with 

few syntactic structures, comparable to or more restrictea than those used 

in the successful HARPY and HEARSAY systems. Later work could deal with 

more challenging tasks such as the versatile subset of English handled within 

the BBN HWIK system. 

We need to define precise ways of using prosodies in word matching and 

parsing. Can one reliably rule out words from hypothesized occurrence at 

a certain point in an utterance, based on the wrong syllables being stressed 

or phrase boundaries occurring where they are not expected? Can one rule out 

(or reduce the score on) possible phrase structures because the phrase 

boundaries that were detected are at radically different places from those 

predicted for those structures? Even for very restricted speech recognition 

systems these ideas would seem worth incorporating and testing. 

On the experimental side, I would continue testing the B0UNÜ3 Fo-boundary 

detector, the syllabification routine, and the STRESS stressed syllable locator, 

using the remainder of our 922 "Prososyntactic Sentences" spoken by talker 

WAL, and, very soon, introduce other talkers for the same sentences. Later 

I would introduce repetitions of the same sentence by the same talker. Other 

syntactically and prosodically informative sentences might then be added. 

After some concrete results with several talkers, I would explore similar 

questions with other speech styles. 

Early attention should be directed toward the following questions: 

Which constituents are marked by prosodic boundaries?; What is the success 

in boundary detection, syllabification, and stressed syllable location?; 

What regularities are to be found in ialtial, terminal, and medial Fo contours 
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within clauseB7 Can one find more adequate procedures for extracting 

syntactic and stress-related aspects from phonetic influences on Fo contours? 

From the beginning, one should see a primary goal of developing experimentally- 

verified intonation rules. About the time that more talkers are introduced, 

I would recommend thorough studies of all acoustic corT«lates of stress, 

with the thought of improving or replacing the current stress location pro- 

gram. Studies of rhythm, ret«, and the uae of interstress intervals to 

predict applicable phonological rules should be undertaken by the time that 

significant data is available from several talkers. 

In essence, I am saying that ve are in the middle of the necessary 

experimental research about prosodic structures, with considerable work yet 

to be done, but with the possibility of promptly beginning to apply restricted 

prosodic information within a speech understanding system. While the AKPA/ 

SDR program is over, and with it the excellent interactions, cooperative 

spirit, and interchange of ideas that has so much permeated that program, 

the need for speech understanding systems and for prosodic guidelines will 

not diminish, but rather increase. Speech understanding remains one of the 

most challenging potential users of prosodies, though, as I have noted 

previously (Lea, 1976c, pp. ^9-50), prosodies can also be used in other 

systems for word and concept spotting, language identification, speaker 

identification, and speech synthesis. 
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APPENm A. BOUNDARIES AND STRESS PATTERNS IN THE 255 DATABASE SENTENCES 

In the folloving pageB of Appendix, the 255 sentences used in our recent 

studies of acouetic prosodic patterns are listed. The sentences are grouped 

into subsets which test specific syntactic or lexical effects on prosodic 

structures. Each sentence is preceded by an identifier consisting of: (a) the 

letters "PSS" meaning "prosusyntactic sentence", in contrast to pbonetic 

sentences, etc.; (b) either S (short) M (nediuo), L (Long), or I (referring 

to phonetic or extra structural tests), along with a number identifying the 

sentence's place in the ordered description of the database; (c) a prediction 

of the stress pattern (stressed or not for each syllable), vith parentheses 

around phrases; and (d) a tree number (e.g., T^), indicating the syntactic 

tree that represents the surface structure of the sentence. These identi- 

fiers are described more fully in another report (Lea, 1976eK 

Also accompnaying the sentences are markings of the perceived and 

automa'uically detected prosodic patterns. Above each syllable is a number 

between -5 and +5) specifying the stress score (SS) for that syllab. > , where 

-5 means all five listeners heard the syllable as reduced, while +5 indicttes 

all heard it as stressed. (See Lea, 1976c). Each syllable (or portion of 

speech including more than one syllable) which was automatically located as 

a stressed syllable is underlined. Thus, only syllables with stress scoret, 

of +3, +^, or +5 should end out being underlined. Any underlined portion 

that does not include a syllable perceived as stressed (that is, any portion 

with no SS >3) is a false alarm in stress location. Any syllable with SS > 

+3 that is not underlined is a missed stress. 

Another form of information displayed on the sentences concerns phrase 

boundaries detected from Fo contours. Every detected phrase boundary is 

marked by a vertical bar approximately at the position in the utterance where 

it was detected. Each position where a boundary wee expected but not detected 

(i.e., a missijig boundary) is shown by a star. 
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SUBSET 1A.  One Stress Per Constituent 

+5   +k 
PSS S2-SS,T1 Men* know. 

+5     +1 +k 
PS£    s4-sus/T2 iMen will knlow. 

+5 +2      +3 
PSS     S8-SSS,T3 Men* know*  Rgri- 

+5       -1 +k +2 
PSS    S12-SUSS,T4 üfcjQ. will | know* Ron. 

+5 +k    +5        +2 
PSS     S16-SSSS,T5 iteflL* JaQQM|   Ron*  Bffi£. 

+5        +3       +5       +5 
PSS    S24-SSSS,T6 Men* owe* Ron|  rum. 

+5     -1       +k 
PSS    S26-S(us)/Tl Men en* roll. 

+5    ,   +5 -2 
PSS    S28-S(SU)/T1 Men I worry. 

+5      -?     -3      +5 
PSS    S37-SU(US),T2 Men will ep* loll. 

+5      -3      +h   -1 
PSS     S39-SL(SU)/T2 ^ÜL will i üiQJLCi- 

+5 +5 -1  +1» 
PSS     S42-SS(US)/T3 Men* know I  Marie. 

+5        +5      H -1 
pss   s42-ss(su)/T3 üea* know* üacy. 

+5      -3     +h        +k 
PSS     S47-S(US)S/T3 MPD*  en  roll*  ^Qü, 

+5      +5 -2      +5 
pss   s5i-s(su)s/T3 Jfca I jworxy I fiQD. 

+5        +3      +2-5+5-3 
PSS    S56-SS(UUSü)/T3 |>fen* know I Leonora. 

+5        +3   -2   +5-3 
■ 3S     S57-SS(USU)/T3 Man*  know Maltia. 

+5        +5   ,  +5 -5 -1 
PSS     S58-SS(3UU),T3 Men* know I Melanie. 

7^ 
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SUBSET 1A.     One Stress Per Constituent,   (cont.) 

+5       -i   +h     -1     +5 
PSS    S66-S(US)(US)/T3 |Men* en roll MaIrie. 

■:-5   -3    +3      +5 -2 
PSS    S67-S(US)(SU)/T3        >ten en    roll* Mar^. 

+5     .  +4-2     -2 , +5 
PSS    S68-S(SU)(US)/T3 iMen   Ivorry    Ma !ci£. 

+5     +k -2     +lt-2 
PSS     S69-S(SU) (SU),T3 J^fcn   Iwnrry   iMary. 

+5        +h   ~3 -2 ,   +5 
PSS    S107-S S{UUS)/T3        Ron* knew a aialrine. 

+5        +3     -3    ■•-*   -2 
PSS    Si0e-SS(USU),T3 Ijton*]^^    an   I airman. 

+5    -2     -2     +k      , +5    -2 
PSS    S136-S U{US)(Sü)/T4 Ron will enlroll   lairmen. 
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SUBSET IB.  Two or More Stresses Per Constituent: 

Expansions of Determiner. 

PSS S137- 

PSS S138- 

1 PS^ S139- 

PSS S140- 

PSS S141- 

PSS S142- 

j 
PSS S143- 

PSS S144. 
1 
1 

PSS S145- 

PSS S146. 

I PSS S147 

> PSS S148 

1 | PSS S149 

-SU(US) (SS),T4 

.SU(US) (SS)*/T4 

-SU(US)(SS)/T4 

-SU(US) (SS)/T4 

-SU(US)(SUS),T4 

-SU(US)(SUS),T4 

-SU(US){SUS),T4 

-3U(US)(SSU)*,T4 

-SU(US)(SSS)*,T4 

-SU(US)(SSS),T4 

-SU(US)(SUS.    ,T4 

-SU(US)(SSü)/T4 

-SU (US) (SUSSU)/T4 

+5     -i     -1       +1+        +5      +5 
Ron Mill en* roll|   nine men. 

+5       -1     -3     +1+      -2      +5 
Ron will en[roll your* men. 

+5       -1     -3     +h      +5       +5 
Ron will enlrollI   all men. 

+5      -i     -3     +k      +5   +5 
Ron will enlroll   I no men. 

+5      -1     -2     +k     .+k    +5 
Ron will enlroll   |any men. 

+5 -1 +5 -3  +5 -3  H 
RgQ will en* roll I many [OSSL- 

+5  o  -2 +k        +5  +h   -2 
Ron will en* roll |nine ] airmen. 

+5   0   -2 +k      -1    +5 -2 
Ron will en |roll Y0ür i äifmSß« 

+3   0   -2 +2    +1   -3   +1+ 
Rpn will en |roll* all your | msp. 

+5  _1  _3 +1+   +5  +5  +1+ 
Ron will en |roll* all nine men. 

+5  -i  -3 +1+   +5-3 +5  +i+ 
Ron will en Iroll I any nine men. 

+5  -1  -3 +4   +5  +5  +5 -3 
Ron will enlroll I all nine airmen. 

+5  0  -3+5  ,+5-2 +5  +^ -3 
Ron will anlroll I any nine airmen. 

*The initial prediction was that "your" would be stressed.  It 
now seems more liJcely that "your" will be unstressed in these 
sentences. 
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SUBSET IC.     Prenominal Adjectives,   Particuples,   and Adverbs 
(with 4 or less syllables in NP) 

PSS Ml-SS(US)(SS)JT4 

PSS M3-SS(US)(SUS)/T4 

PSS M4-SS(US)(SUS),T4 

PSS M5-SE(US) (SSU),T4 

PSS M6-SS(US) (USS)/T4 

PSS M8-SS (US) (SSS), T4 

PSS M9-SS(US)(SSS)*,T4 

PSS Ml 0-SS (US) (SSS), T4 

PSS Mll-SS(US)(USUS),T4 

PSS M12-SS(US)(USUS),T4 

PSS M13-SS(US) (USUSKT4 

PSS M14-SS(US)(SUUS),T4 

PSS M15-SS(US)(USSU)/T4 

PSS Mio-SS(US) (SUSS) ,T4 

PSS M17-SS(US)(SUSS)/T4 

PSS M18-SS(US)(SSUS),T4 

+5        -1     -4   +3 +k      +5 
R Ion will en Irpll I young men. 

+5     -1     -3+2      +5 -3      ^ 
Ron will en Iroll I moral I men. 

+5     -1     -5     +3      ,   +^     -3   +5 
Ron will en* roll | willing men. 

+5     -1     -5     +k    .     +5      +5   -3 
Ron will en |roll | young airmen. 

+5     -1     -5     +3   -5 ,      +5      +5 
Ron will en I roll a ! young man. 

+5  -1  -5 , +3 +5 +k      +k 
Ron will eniroll| nine young men. 

+5  _i  _5 +5  .3   +2  +5 
Ron will en Iroll your Iyoung men. 

+3  -1  ..5 +k +5  +k       +5 
Ron will en|roll| mean young men. 

+^    -1     -5 . +h    ,   -3 +^-5 , 
Ron will en .'roll I  unmoral j men. 

+5 

+5     -1     -5     +4   -5 i +5 -k      +5 
Ron will en[roll a | moral man. 

+5     +3     -2     +1+   -5      +5        -1       +k 
Ron will en Iroll a   |young| ma rine. 

+5      .1      -1+      +k +5 .3 _2        +5 
Ron will en Iroll | mannerly I men. 

+5     -1     -k     +k   -5        +5     +5   -3 
Ron will en Iroll a   |young airman. 

+5     -1     -It     +k      +5-2     +k      +5 
Ron will en Iroll | any young men. 

+5     -1     -4    +4      +5 -2      +k    +5 
Ron will en |roll | many young men. 

+5    _i     -it    +it        +5 -2    +3      +k 
Ron will en* roll 1 only young men. 

*The initial prediction was that "your" would be stressed.     It 
now seems more likely that  "your" will be unstressed in these 
sentences. 
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SUBSET IC. 

PSS M19-SS 

PSS M20-SS 

PSS M21-SS 

PSS M22-SS 

PSS M23-SS 

PSS M24-SS 

PSS M25-SS 

PSS M26-SS 

PSS M27-SS 

Prenoir.inal Adjectives, Participles, and Adverbs 
(with 4 or less syllables in NP) (Cont.) 

(US)(USSS),T4 

(US)(USSS),T4 

(US)(USSS),14 

(US)(SSSU)/T4 

(US) (SSSU)*,T4 

(US)(SSSS)*,T4 

(US) (SSSS)*,T4 

(US) (SSSS-)*,T4 

(US)(SSSS),T4 

+5  -1 -k      +k        +5  +5 -3 +k 
Ron will en* roll |nine moral men. 

+5  -1 ~k      +5 -5 +1+  +3  +5 
Ron will en|roll a| new young man. 

+5  -i  -If  +5 _2  +5   +3  +5 
Ron will en|roll a| mean young man. 

+5  -i  -k i +k +5  +3  +5 -2 
R|on will aniroll Inine young airmen. 

+5  -i -4  +l|  _2    +3  +5  _i 
Ron will en |rp_l 1 your | young airmen. 

+5  -1 -5  +1+  +5  -1   +3    +5 
Ron will en[roll| all your| young men. 

+5  _i -k    +h        -2 +k        +k      +5 
Ron will en [roll your | nine young men. 

+5  -1  -5 +h      -2   +4  +3  +5 
R [on will en jroll your | new young men. 

+5  -i  _5 +]+   +4 +k        +2  -t-U 
Ron will en |roll* new mean young men. 

*The initial predictic-i. was that "your" would be stressed.  It 
now seems more likely that "your" will be stressed in these 
sentences. 
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SJBSET ID.  Prenominal Adjectives, Participle/ and Adverbs 
(with more than 4 syllables in NP) 

PSS M28-SU(US)(USUUS),T4 

PSS M29-SU(US)(UUSUS),T4 

PSS M30-SU(US)(USUSU),T4 

pss ^ß i-su(us)(ususu), T4 

PSS M32-SU(US)(USUSU)#T4 

PSS M33-SU(US)(USUSS)/T4 

PSS M34-SU(US)(USSUS),T4 

PSS M35-SU(US)(SUSUS),T4 

PSS ^G6-SU (US) (SUSUS), T4 

PSS M37-SU(US)(SUSUS),T4 

PSS M38-SU(US)(SUSUS),T4 

PSS M3 9-SU(US) (USUUS),T4 

PSS M40-SU(US)(SUSUS),T4 

PSS 1-141-SU(US) (SUSUS),T4 

PSS M42-SU(US)(SSUSU),T4 

PSS M43-SU(US)(SUSSS)<T4 

PSS M44-SU(US)(SSUSS),T4 

+5       _i      +1+     _U -k   +1+ _5       +2     +2 
RgS wjU SPlcffiU. a I mgraj 1 mariflg. 

+5       -i   -5     +u     -1+ _i   +5 -3     +5 
R&D Vill aillcaü. flP unlmoial ma^. 

+5      _i   .5     +1+     _3   ^ -3     +5     -3 
Rpn will en Iroll im ImoralI  airmen. 

+5      -1   -3    +1+   -2    +^ -3   +5   -2 
Ron will en Iroll a   Imoral airman. 

+5      -i   -5    +1*   -if      +5   -i   +4   -2 
_Rqn will en Iroll a   I lonely airman. 

+5     -1     -5    +1t   -^  , +5 -^    +1+      +3 
Ron will enIroll a   Imoral young man. 

+5     _i     _5    +u   -U        +5   +3   -3    +if 
Ron will en|roll a   'young moral man. 

+5     -1     -5 , +*+      ,+5 -1   ,   +5   -1     +^ 
Ron will enjroll   Imoral | lonely men. 

+5    _i     -5+4        +5   -i     +4 -3    +4 
Ron will en|roll  |lonely I moral men. 

+5     -1     -5    +1*      , +5 -3   +4 -3   +5 
R jon will en Iroll I many moral men. 

+5     -1     -5    +4 +5 -1 ,  +5 -3 +t: 

Ron will en* jroll I only I moral I men. 

+5     -i     -c     +k      +5. -^    +4     _2   +1+ 
|Ron will en 1 roll I many | willing men. 

+5     -1     -5     +1+        +5     -1+   +5 -h,   +5 
Ron will en Iroll I nine im|moral men. 

+5     -1     -5 , +^ 
Ron willen Iroll 

+1^.3 +^     -1+   +1+ 
any I y.q\Jt>g marjutre» 

+5     -1     -5     +1*        +5     , +5 -?    , +5   -2 
Ron will en toll* nine I moral I airmen. 

+5     -1       -5 ,   +1+     1 +5     -1     +1+      +3      +5 Ron I will enl roll I lonely mean young men. 

+5     -1       -5   +k        +5   +U   -If       +3     T5 
Ron will enl roll I new moral young men. 
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SUBSET ID.  Prenominal Adjectives, Participle, and Adverbs 
(with more than 4 syllables in NP) (cont.) 

PSS  M45-SU(US)(SSSUS),T4 

PSS  M46-SU(US)(SSS),T4 

PSS  M47-SU(US)(SUSS)/T4 

+5     -1     -5      +l+        +5      +5     +k -h        +5 
Ron will en*  roll | new young moral I men. 

+5     -1     -5 ,    +t 
Ron will en roll 

+5     -1     -5 , +^ 
Ron will en roll 

+5     _i     -5     +1+ 
PSS     M48-SU(US)(SUUSUS),T4 Ron will  en|roll 

Si 
+3      +k 

well known men. 

+5   _!+      +1+       +14. 
really young men. 

+5    -2    -2 +1+ -1+      +5 
really immoral ! men. 

+5     _i      -5 .  +4      . +5   -2  ,    +5    -1+-3 
PSS    M49-SU(US)(SSUUSS),T4 Ron will  en I roll   I really I mannerly 

+3    ,    +5 

PSS     M50-SU(US)(SUSSS)/T4 

young I men. 

+5     -1    -5      +1+    ,   +,+     -3 1 +3        +2 
Ron will en* roll 1  really   Iwell known 

+k 
men. 

+5      -1      -5      +k +k    -2    -l++if -1+ 
PSS    M51-SU(USMSUSUSUSS),T4    Ron will en I roll   I really immoral i 

+1+ +3 +k 
well known | men. 

+5     -1     -5 , +^       1 +^     -2,   +3 +2 
PSS    M52-SU(US) (SUSSUSUS),T4    Ron will en I roll   'really!  v^aLLtoiQim 

-k   +1+ -k       +5 
im imordl 1 men. 

PSS     M53-SU(US)(SUSUUSUS)/T4     R 
+5     -1     -5      +h      ,   +5   -3,    +5     -1 
Ion will en* roll   1 really I  willinc ing 

-k +k -3   1   +5 
immoral I men. 

+5     -1     -5 1 +2*   1    +5   -3 1  +1+     -2 
PSS    M54-SU(US)(SUSUUSUSS),T4 Ron will en Iroll I  really I willing 

-k , +5 -4       +3       +5 
imjmoral young men. 
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SUBSET IE.     "Flying-Planes"  Paradigm 

+5 +1     -1     +5   -1   +5 
PSS    M229-(US)   U   (SUS),T3 Lawmen are | lying men. 

+5 +1     -2     +5   -1        +5 
PSS    M230-{SU)   U   (SU)S,T4 Lawmen are | ruling | Maine. 

+5 -1     -1,   +5 -2     +3 
PSS    M231-{ns)   U   (SUS)/T3 Airmen ar le lying men. 

+5   -3   -1       k   -2      +5   -3 
PSS    M232-(SU)  U   (SU)(SU),T4    Airmen are | eyeing | women. 

+5 _2     -1     +5 -2      +1+ 
PSS    M233-(SU)   U   (SÜS)/T3 Airmen ar|e erring men. 

+5 J+     _i       +5   _2    +k 
PSS    M234-(SU)   U   (SU)  S,  T4      Women are | airing i wool. 

+5   _i   >2      +k   -1     +5 
PSS    M235-(SU)   U   (SUS),T3 Lawmen are I rummy men. 

+5   -i     -2    +lt   -i     +5 -3 
PSS    M236-(SU)   U   (.3U)    (SU)/T4 Lawmen are I ruling jwomen- 
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SUBSET 2C0.     Movement of  stress  in the first constituent, 

PSS     S103-(US)   S  StT3 

PSS     S104-(USU)   SS,T3 

.1*   +5        +5        +5 
A man* knew*  Ron. 

-2   +5 -k      +3        +5 
A woman ! knew* Ron. 

PSS S105-(USU)   SS,T3 

PSS S106-(UUS)   SS/T3 

PSS S109~(US)   S   (US),T3 

PSS SllO-(US)   S    (US),13 

PSS Slll-(SU)   S   (US),T3 

PSS S112-(USU)S(USU)/T3 

PSS S113-(USU)   S(USU)/T3 

-k   +5   -k        +5       +5 
An airman* knew* Ron. 

-3   0   +k        +5       +5 
|A marine | knew* Ron. 

_k     +1|, +2 -k       +5 
M [onroe* knew a* man. 

-k   +5       +1+     -2   +5 
A man* loiew Ma |rie. 

+5-1        ^   -3 ,   +h 
M lary* knew a I man. 

-k +5-2   +k     -k |  +h   -3 
Maria ! knew an I airman. 

-3   +5 -3        +h   0 +5-3 
A woman I Knew*Ramona. 

-2   +5     -3 . +5     -3  i+1+ -2 
PSS    S1]4-(USU)   S   {USU)/T3 An ajlrman I knew R a I mona. 

PSS S115-(USU) U (US) (UUS) 
-3  +5 -3  -1  -5 , +^  , +1 -> +5 

,T3 A]n airman will en!roll I Marianne. 

+2 tk +5-2  -1 -k     +k   -k -3  +5 
PSS S116-(UUSU) U (US)(UUS),T3 Le lonora I will enlroll a ma Irine. 

-k     -1 +5-4-3. -1  -5 , +h   -k   -3     +k 
PSS S117-(UUSUU)U(US) (UUS),T3  An Armenian I will en iroll a m larine. 

-k   -k +5  -1 -k   +k     .+1-4+5 -2 
PSS S118-(UUS)U(US)(UUSU)^3 A marine will enlroll I Leonora. 

-3 -5 +5  -1  -5, +4  -5 -2 ,+5 -4-2 
PSS S119-(UUS)U(US) (UUSUU) ,T3   |A marine will enlroll an Arlmenian. 
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SUBSET 3D.    Verb/Noun in Pairs 

-2     +1+     +5    0      ,  -Mi    0     -5    -1 
PSS    X15-(SSSU)(USU)(USUU)/T3 Our new I object | increases in- 

+k -3-5 -1 
^icuijcy. 

+5-1     +5   >2     +ki   -2  i +5     -1   , -5 
PSS    X16-(3US) (US) (USUU) (USUU),T243 Very few ob | ject|    to I increas I es 

-2   +5 - 
|in a [c c 
r2   +5 -3 -5-1 

Iccuracy. 

PSS    X17-(UUSU)(US)(US)(UUSU)(USÜ)   U   (SU)(USU)/   T244 

-^ -3 +5 -3 -2 . +5 -1 +k . 
The com Iputer can|not permit I 

0-5 +3 -2 -k      +5 o  -3 
viollations of |syntax [or 

^  -1   -k        +5 _2 
conflicts in | schedule. 

c +5 _3 -1+ _5 
PSS X18-(USU) (UUSUSU)U S U (USU) U (USU) ^245   The record I of a 

+5 +1 | -3 ,+3  -1 | +5 -2 -5 
firearm | per Imit will I show if the 

+5-1   -k -k     +k   0 
suspect I is a I convict. 

-5  +3 +5 -1  -1  +3 -5 
PSS X19-(USSU) (US)(USU)(USU), T246  The two records i per imit al 

+5  0   -k      +5 -h 
conflict I in I schedule. 

-2,  +5 -1    -3  +5   -2 
PSS X20-(USU)(US)(UUSU)(USUUS),T247  His I records | conflict with 

-3    +5 0  -4  _5-5 -2 , +4 
his | permit in | several i ways. 

+5 -4  +5   0    -3    +5 
PSS X21-(SUSU;u(SSU) (UUSUUS)/T248 Former convicts | are | pr lime 

+5  0    -h      -5  +5 -1 -2  +3 
suspects ! for the I hilacking case. 
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SUBSET 3D.  Verb/Noun in Pairs (cont.) 

1-3 +1+ i +3 r5 o 
PSS X22-(USSUUS)(US)U(USUU)U(US)(US),T249  The news i mag 'azine I 

I +5  , -2 , f5    v2  -3 , 
I Crime IsusIpects that the| 

+5 -1  -3  -3   -2 , +U 
hijackers will | con ivjct ! 

0 , +5 
them[selves. 

+5   0  +5  -2 , +5  0  , -5 
PSS X23-S(US)(USU)(UUSU), T250   Let's* record our I progress I to 

-k    +11-3 
the I tower. 

+5   -3 , +5    0   . +5 -2 
PSS X24-S(US)(SSUSUU), T251      Let1s pro Igress towards I record 

+5 -4 0 
alltitude. 

-2 , -2 +5 -1   I 
PSS X25-U U (SU) (SUS) (UUS) (USU) (UUS) (S3UU) , T252  Did l^ou increase! 

+3-^,  | +2t   -3 i -1 , +3  -5 
record I 1 Ienqth to I per|mit the 

+5  -i -5  -y   +i  -2 , 
program to pro gress morIe 

+5 -h  ,-1 
rapid Ily? 

PSS X26-U U (SU) (USU) (USUSU) (USU) (UUSU) (UUSU) (SU) , T253 

-2 | +3 -3 +h     | -5  +^    0 
Did I you record I the incre | a^g 

-5 | +^  -5+5,0 
in I rate or pro Igress 

-k +5  _2  -3  -5 +k   -1 
re'sul I ting from the I permit 

-if -5 +k    -3+5 0 
the I department I issued? 
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Report No. PX 11963 UNIVAC 

SUBSET 3D. Verb/Noun in Pairs 

PSS X28-(SUSS) (USU)U(SU)S U S U U (USU) (SU) (USUUU), T255 

-1 -5, +5   , +3   -5 , +5 -k      -2 
With a I strong I hand, the I lawmen werej 

+3 »2  +4      -2      +4    -1 
ruling I Kainle, [but still I they 

-3 , -2 +1+ -2  +5  0 .  -4 +5 -k -5-* 
were I recording I conflic Its occasionally. 

PSS X29-(USUUSS)(USU) Ü (SUS) U (SU) U U (USUSU)(UUS), T256 

-3 +5   -3    -3 .    +3    ,   _5     -4   -5 , 
According to I sane  | sources Ithe [ 

+5 -1      -2       +5    -2    +2        -2      +5        -2 
lawmen were I JLying men I but clearly 

-2       -2    ,    -5  ,    +1+     -1    |+5-2      , 
there were I con Iflictina  I records | 

-^   +5   |     +5 
^j the I files. 
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I 

SUBSET 3F.  Phonetic Influences on Simple Sentence Structures, 

PSS X253 - SONOR,DECL1 

PSS X254 - 

PSS X255 - 

PSS X256 - 

PSS X257 - 

PSS X258 - 

PSS X259 - 

PSS X260 - 

PSS X261 - 

PSS y.262 - 

PSS X263 - 

PSS X264 - 

PSS X265 - 

PSS X264 - 

PSS X267 - 

FRICDECLl 

STOP^ECLl 

STOP^COMMl 

STOP,   COMM2 

^TOP,COiMM3 

FRICCOMMl 

FRIG,   CQMM2 

STOP^-Nl 

STOP/Y-N2 

FRIC,Y-N2 

FRIC/y-N2 

STOP^WHl 

STOP,W-^2 

FRICWHl 

+5  -1   +3  +5 
Ron may* know* May. 

+5  -2   :-3  , +5 
Sue has I seen I Fay. 

ES 
-k I XlafaB cani   JLä}&£_lK§i- 

+5   , +5 
Take  I Kay. 

+k       +3    *5 
Take*  Kay* pop. 

+5        +5    , +h 
Take* Ka^ |to.5.. 

+5 +1*   i    +5 
Serve* Sue I fish. 

+5   ,     +3|       +5 
Show* S.u£.i   haw. 

-3   ■  +5     |   +2      +5 
Can   . Pete I take K iay? 

-1       +5     .   +k        ,+5 
Can I   Pete I type t i oo? 

-2     +5      +3 
Has Sue*  seen F lay 

Q      +5      +2 +k 
H as Sue* seen I hoiw? 

+5      -i   |    +H rp 
Who can I take    Kay? 

+5        -2      +k        +5 
Where can I Pete* Pack? 

+k      -1        +k   ,  +5 
Who I has*  seen | Fay? 
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SUBSET 4C.  NP-PP-PF Subordination 

+3 -1  -5  +3 , +5 -3  +3  +1* 
PSS L262-SU(US)(SUSS)(US),T227   Ron will en* rollImany young men 

-5 +5 
in#May. 

+5     -!     .5     +3     +5 _3     +3 
PSS    L263-SU(US) (SUSS) (US)/T228        Ren will en*roll I many yeung 

+k      -3      +5 
men from*Maine. 

+5     -1     -5   +3      +5   -^   +3 
PSS    L264-SU(US)(SUSS)(US)(US,T229 Ron will en|roll| many young 

+k      -3        +5     ,  -2   +h 
men from   |Maine I   in May. 

+5       -1    -5     +3     ~k -k       +3 
PSS    L265-SU (US) (SUSS) (UTJSUS),T227_Ron will  en*roll!  many young 

+5   -3     -b .    +5      -^ ,    +5 
men J.n the | month of I  May. 

+5     .1     _5     +3    +5   -k      +3 
PSS    L266-SU(US)(SUSS)(UUSU)(U3),T230    Ron will en[roll I many    young 

-rp -1-4    ~3       +5  -1     -kl     +5 
men   I into the I  army im  May. 

+1     _5        +5   _2     -5   +5   -3 
PSS    L267-SUfUS) (UUSU)UU';utlS)/T231  Put the block on the!   table 

,    0     -5+2-5     +5 
Iwhich is vy  the ! door. 

+1     -5       +5, -1       -5 ,-2     -5 1 
PSS    L268-(US)S3(UUSU)(UUUUS)/T232 Eut the bio ick which is Ion the! 

+5   -2 ,  +4 . -4   -1   -5 ,    +5 
table I  ovI er by the!  door. 
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SUBSET 6A.    Commands, 

PSS     S259  -  S   S    (US) ^21 
+5     +^     -2,  +5 

Run mine a  lone. 

i 

PSS     S260  ~  S  S    (SU),T21 

PSS     S261   -  S  S    (SUU)/T21 

PSS     S262  -  S  S   (SUU)/T21 

PSS     S263   -  S(US)   S,T21 

+5     +k      +5   -i 
Run mine I  early. 

+5     +1+      4.5-!+ +i 
Run mine   lanyway. 

+5     .   +5     +I+-I4. +1 
Warn I Ron  I anyway. 

+5      -3, +5 1 ^ 
Warn Ma Irie I  now. 

PSS     S264  -  S    (SU)   S,T21 

PSS     S275   -  S   (SUU)   S,T21 

PSS     M55   -   S    (USU)   3,121 

PSS     M56   -  S    (UUSU)   S,   T21 

+5        +k   -2      +5 
Warn | Murray*  now. 

+5        +5-5-2     +3 
Warn | Marion* now. 

+5       -3+^3       +5 
Warn Ma !ria   I now. 

+5       +1*-^   +^-1     +5 
Warn I Leo Inora |  now. 

PSS     M65   -  S   U   (SU),   T22 

PSS     M66   -  S    (US)   U,   T22 

PSS     mi   -  S    (SU)   U,   T22 

PSS     M68   -  S    (USMSU),   T22 

+5       -1        'rlf     -3 
Loan me* money. 

+5     -4   ■•-'+      0 
Loan Ma Irie one. 

+5     , +5 -3   +1 
L loan*  Mary one. 

+5     -2   +3   , +K .-, 
Loan Ma  rie    money. 

PSS     M69  -  S   (SUMSU),   T22 

PSS     M70  ~  S  S   (USUU),   T22 

+5      +5    -2 . +k   -1 
Loan* Mary | money. 

+5 +!+ -k   +5 -3 0 
Loan* Ron a lluminum. 

PSS-    M71   -  S   S    (UUSUU3),   T22 
+5 +1+    -2 -f    +5 -l^-i        +4 

Loan I Ron an a lluminum I wire. 

PSS M72 -S (USU) S, T22 
+5 -3 , H -3 . +^ 
Loon an i airman ! -um. 
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SUBSET 6A.     Corananäs   (Cont.) 

PSS     M73  -  S   (UUSUU)   S,   T22 

FSS     M74  -  S   (UUSUUSU)   S,   T22 

+5     ~5   -2   *k-k-2     +5 
Loan an Ar [mgnian|  rum. 

+5     .5   _i   +5_1H2    +k   -3   |   +5 
Loan an ArImenianI  airman I  rum. 
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Report No.   PX 11963 

SUBSET 7B.    Yes/No Questions 

PSS     Ml43   -   U   (SS)   S,   T28 

PSS     M144  -  U   (SSS)   S,   T28 

PSS     M145   -  U   (SSSSU)   S,T28 

PSS    M153  -US   (US) {'"::) ,130 

PSS     M154  -US   (US)    (SUSS),T30 

PSS     M155   -US   (US){SUSSU),T30 

UNIVAC 

-1   +5 -k 
Will* your men kn n low? 

-2       +5       -3       -2       +k 
Will* all your men* know? 

-3       +5       -3        +^     +5   -3    ,    +^ 
Will  I all vour I nine airmen I HHQSi7 

-3        +5 k +5        +2      +5 
Will   I Ron* len roll young |)[nen? 

-3        +5 -3 +h     +5 -h     +1       +1+ 
Will   | Ron* „n «roll many young me in? 

-2        +5 -3 +h      . +5   -2       +3 
Will   |Ron* en roll   |really young 

+5   -2 
air|mep? 

P    i 

PSS     M156   -US    (US)(SUSUUSUSS),   T30 

.2      +5     -1*      +k        +5-3      +k    -2   -3 ,+5 -^ 
will   |Ron en* roll   I really I willing iffilmotäi 

-**   -3     +5     ^     -2   |  +k 
Will  I   I owe* Ron my   I ring? 

4.-3      4--3 
• j   ,  ■ -( 

young | men? 

PSS M159 - - U U S S (SS)/T32 

PSS M160 ■ ■ U U S S (SSSU),T32 

PSS M163 - - U U S (SUSU) S, T32 

-5   -2. +5 +h    +5     -1   +^  ,-3 
Will  11 owe* Ron I all my mon iey? 

-k   -2+5 ,  +5-31   +1+   -3     +5 
Will  I  I owe I man^ I  airmen ru Im? 
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SUBSET  7D.     W.   H.   QUESTIONS 

+5     -1     -k ,+5        +k 
PSS    Ll - S U   (US)  S,  T39 When will Malrie* know? 

+5     -i     +1+ >3      +5 
PSS    L2 - S U   (SU) S,  T39 When will» Mary* know? 

+5     +i     _l|   +k      +k    +5 
PSS    L3 - S U  (US)(US),  T39 When will Ma Irie* en roll? 

+5    -1     ~h M      +5   -3 
PSS    L4 - S U  (US)(SU),  T39 When will Malrie* marry? 

+1+    -i        +3    _if    +5        +1+ 
PSS    L14 - S US   (US)  S,  T40 When will   iRon* en roll* men? 

+k    -i        +5-1+    +4        +3      +5 
PSS    L15 - S US   (US)(SS),T40 When will I Ron* en roll young Imen? 

+11     -i        +5     _5   +3      +3   .1+ 
PSS    L16 - S U S   (US)(SUSSU)/T40      When will!  Ron enlroll   Ireallv 

i   +3      +5     -3 
Iyoung airmen? 

+5        +3 +h   -k     +5 
PSS    L27 - S S S   (US) ^98 Who* loaned  I rum to| Ron? 

+5     -2   ,    +5    i   +h    -3    +h 
PSS    L28 -SUSS   (US),  T101 Who will I  warn I  Ron iIn May? 

+5    -2        +k      +3      +5   0     -k      +5 
PSS    L36 -SUSS   (US),   T110 Who will I   Ron loan ! rum to in!   May? 

+5    «2        +4        +k    -k      +5 
PSS    L37 -SUSS   (US),  T112 What will |  men   lloan tol  Ron? 

+5    -2 +5        +5   -^      +b      +5 
PSS    L39 -SUSS   (US)  S,  T114        What I will | men   lloan to   I Ron   Inow? 

+5-2      , +5        +3      +3     -3   , +5 
PSS    L40 - S U S S S   (US),  T115        What I will   jmen   I loan* Ron in   IMay? 

+5        -2+5    , +h    -h    +5   -3,   +5 
PSS    L41 - S U S S   (US)(US),  T116    What will I men   lloan to I Ron in I  May? 

+5        _2      +5      +k        +k     -k    +5 
PSS    L42 - S U S S S   (US),  T117        When will| men* loan* rum I _to Ron? 
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SUBSET 8A.     Coordinate Sentences. 

PSS   L159  -SSSUSSS,   T182 

UNIVAC 

PSS   L160  -SSSUSSS,   ^182 

+.)        +2 +5      , -3        +5        +2 
Ron* knew*  Lynn I and Lgy* knew* 

+5 
Waynft> 

PSS   L161   -SSSUSSS,   T182 

+5      +i        +5      -i      +5       +1 
Ron* knew*  Ly|nn or | Lou* knew | 

+5 
Wayne. 

+1+        +2        +5      -3      +h +2 
Ron I knew*  Ly pn and | Lynn* knew 

PSS  L162   -SSSUSSS,   T182 

+5 
Wayne. 

+1+        0 +5        -1      +k 0 
Ron* knew*  Lynn I .gr  Lynn* knew 

PSS   L163   -SSSUSSS,   T182 

PSS   L164  -SSSUSSS,   T182 

+5 
Wavne. 

+h        +2^+5     ,   -3   ,     +5 
Ron* knew I Lynn I and I Lynn* 

+2        +5 
knew I Ron. 

+1+       +1 +5      -2      +5 +1 
Ron* knew*  Lyfnn or Lynn* knew 

+5 
Ron. 

PSS  L165  -SSSUSSS,   T182 
+5      +1    .    +3    -3. ,   +5 „ , -1 

Ron* knew I Lynn and I Lou* knew 

+3 
Lynn. 

+5        +2      +3 ,      T2     +5        0 
PSS L166 -SSSUSSS,  T182 Ron* knew* Lynin   br Lou* knew* 

PSS L167  -SUSSUSUSS,   T183 

+2 
Lynn. 

+h   -3   -1   +5 , -3 +^ 
Ron may* know I Lynn I and Lou 

I maV* knowiwaynp. 
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SUBSET 8A.  Coordinate Sentences. 

+k    -3   -1+5   -3 +5 
PSS  L16S  -SUSSUSUSS,   T183 gQp may*  know I  Lynn | and  Lyrin 

-3 -1   .      +5 
may* know | Wayne. 

+5     Ji      -i     .   +5    ,   -3      +5 
PSS L169 -SUSSUSUSS,  T183        Ron may* know I Lynn I and Lynn 

A       -1+5 
may* know I Ron. 

+5  -3 i +3  i +3 -2 , +k      -k 
PSS L1'70 - S U S S U S U S S, T183   Ran may I know iLynn Q£ I Lynn may* 

know I Ron. 

+k     -2   ,+5-^ ,    +2,-2     +k   -2 
PSS L171  -SUSSUSU   (SU)  S,  T183 Ron may   I ruin I  Lynn I  or Ron may| 

+5    -2 +2 
marry*  Lynn. 

+k    -1 . ±4 -5   , +2      -it    +4    -1 
PSS LI72 -SUSSUSU  (SU)  S,  T183 Ron may | ruin   iLynn and* Ron may| 

+k   -3     +2 
marry* L^rm. 

+5    -1        +4        +1       -3   +3    -1 
PSS L173 -SUSSUSUSS S,  T183    Ron may* know* Lynn   |or Ron may 

i +5      -1 +1 
[not* know* Lynn. 

+5     -1     +5 -5   , +2 -h      +3 
PSS L174 -SUSSUSUU   (SU) S,  T183      Ron may  frui.1}  I Lynn,  but   |Ron 

-2        +5     +4   -3    +2 
may  |not|  murry Liynn. 

PSS LI75 - S U U(SU)S U S U   (SU)  S,  T183    Ron may not|  marry Lyfnn,  butj 

+k    -i     +5-3       +2 
Ron may  I rum  I Lynn. 

+5     -3    ,   +3    ,   +5     , +5     , -3 
PSS LI 76 -SUSSSUSUSSS,   T184        Ron may  I loan  [Lynn  I rum  land 

+5      -2     +li    .   +5      ,   +5 
Lou may |loan I Wayne I oil. 
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SUCSET 8A,  Coordinate Sentences. 

PSS L177 - S U S S S (US) U S U S S S (US), T185 

PSS L178 - S U S S S (US) U S U S S S (US), T185 

+5 -3   +1 i +^ 
Ron may* loan I Lynn 

+5 -2 +U   -2 irk 
I rum in[May I and Lou 

-2   -1  ,  +3  | +2 
may* loan I Wayne i oil 

-3 | +2 
in I May. 

+5     -3   ,  +3     ,      +5 
Ron may i loan I Lynnj 

+h     -3 ,   +J+     | -3   +5 
rum in i May    land Lou 

-4   .    0     .   +3 +1 
may I loan I Wayne* rum 

-if    +3 
in* May. 
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SUBSET 8H.  Coordinate Verb Phrases 

+1+ _5  +1+  +3  _5  +3 
PSS L206 - (SU) S S U S S, T129 Women I own y I am and I wear | 

+k 
wool. 

+S       -2 , +5-4  ,   +1 -5 
LJS PSS L207 - S U   (SU)  S U  (SU)  S,  T193 R [on may |  ruin I  Lynn   land 

+5   -2       0 
marry* Lynn. 

- 

+4      „2 1+5-4    1+1     1-5 
PSS L208 - S U  (SU)  S U  (SU) S,  T193 Ron may I ruin   ILynn I a nd 

+5    -2    +5 
marry I Lou. 

+3  -2 ,+5 -4 , +2 *k     -3 
PSS L209 - S U (SU) S (SU) S U (US) S, T194 Ron may I ruin I Lynn. I marry 

■ 

+41       -'+  |   ^+5,    +5 
Lo lu,   and I annoy I Wayne. 

-1    1+5   -4 i +k      +i(      -2   | 
PSS L210 - U  (SU)  S S U S S,  T195 Will | women I own yjarn and I 

+4    ,   +5 
wear | wool? 

-2   +5   -4+5+3 . +4 
PSS L211 - U   (SU)  S S S S U S S,   T196 Will women I own I yarn,    .vearl 

+3        -2      +5   ,   +4 
wool,   and I wop i men? 

-2     ,   +4   .   +5-4 ,    +4      ,+4   -2 
PSS L212 -US   (SU)   S   (SU)   S U   (US)   S,   T196 Will I Rqn I ruin I Lynn.  I majy^L 

+4      -2   -3   +4 +4 
Lou,   and an Inoy I Wayne? 

+3        +4      +3      -5        +4 
PSS L213 - S S f U S S,  T197 Who | owns* yarn and i wears* 

+2     +3        +4       -3       +4 
PSS  L211 - S S S U S S/   T197 Who*  owns* yarn \si, wears* 

+4 
wool? 
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SUBSET 8H.  Coordinate Verb Phrases 

PSS L215 - S U (SU) S U S (SU) S, T193 

PSS L216 - S U (3U) S U S (SU) S, T193 

PSS L217 - S U (SU) S U S (SU) S, TlS^ 

+5 -i  +5-5  +3   _5 
Ron may| ruin ^ynn I and I 

+2 +3 -k +1 
not I marry* Lynn. 

+k     -1  +5.-5 , +2 -3 +3 
Ron may I ruin iLynn or not I 

+5 -4  +i 
marry* Lynn. 

+5 -1 ,+5 -5 +2        -3 , +2 Rgn rnayl £.\i*a Llynn but, ügt 

+5 -3 ,  +1 
marry* Lynn. 
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SUBSET 8K.  Coordinate Noun Phrases 

PSS L242 - (SUS) S (SUS) (USUU), T215 

PSS K243 - (SSUS) S (SSUS)(USUU), T216 

PSS L244 - (SUS) U S (SUS)(USUS), T217 

PSS L245 

PSS L246 

PSS L247 

U S (USS) U (USSK T202 

U S (USS) U (USS), T202 

+5 _i+   +5   _i  +5 -k 
Lou and| NealI knew I Ron and I 

+5 r* +5  -5  -2 
Lynn I respect ive],y. 

Wayne, I Lou, and iNeal l H'new 

+1^   +4  -It  +5 
Lee, I Ron, jand | Lynn, | 

-k   +k     -5-2 
respectively. 

+5  _i+  +5  -i*   c  +5 
Lou and | Neal | will loan* oil 

~\    +5 -2 , +5  -3 +5 
an |d ore to | Lynn and* Ron. 

-2 +2 -5  o   +5  -U -5  -1  +k 
I saw an | old house and an I old barn. 

-2 +1 -5 +5   +1   -h -5 +5 0 
I saw an I old I house and a I new house. 

PSS L248 - 

-3  +5 -k   +5 -5 -3  +1* 
(USUSUUS) U S (SUS) U (SUSUS), T202 The two alvaila jble meals 

+3    +5    +5 -k        +k 
were | tIoast,* ham and eggs 

-2 +5 +1   +3   -2 -k      +5 
and pancakes,! syrup and i juice. 

-2  +2 +k -5 -3 , +5  , -1 
(SSSUUS) U (SUS) U (SUUS), T202 My two favorite i meals I are I 

+!♦  _4  +5    -1  _!4 -2 -5 
hSii and eggs i and Ißisaä Sik.' 

+5 
beer. 

PSS L249 - 
_3 +k      +k -5 -3   +5   -1 

(SSSUUS) U S (SUS) U (SU), T206 My three favorite I meals are 

+k   -5  +5 -2 
hash,! ham and eggs and l 

+5 -2 
pizza. 
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SUBSET 8K.  Coordinate Noun Phrases 

PSS L250 - (SSSUUS) U (SUS)(SUS) U (SUUS), T206 

-3 H   +4-5 -3 , +5  i -2 
My three favorite ! meals i are 

. +1* -k    .   +3   +1*  -4  +3 | 
I hash and I beans, ham and eggs I 

-^  +5 -2 -3  +^ 
and! pizza and I beer. 
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SUBSET 11A. Relative Clauses 

PSS L107 - S U S S S S, T142 

PSS L108 - S U S S S S, T143 

PSS L109 - (USU) U (US) S S S, T143 

PSS L110 - S S S S S, T143 

PSS LIU - S U S S S S, T144 

PSS L112 - S U S S S S, T145 

+5  -1    +1+   +^ i +3 . ..+5 
Men i who I knew* Ron I ran* Maine. 

+5  -2  +5   -1 i +2 I +5 
Men I whom Ron* knew I jean I Maine. 

-3    +5 -^       -1  r3 +3* ^0   i The!   a[Irmen    whan I Marie* knew I 

+3      +5 
ran* Maine. 

Men I Ron* knew I ran Mainfe. 

+c .2 +2        +5       i +2 +5 
Ljjnjn,   |who I kngw* Ron,    Iran* Maine. 

+5 -3        +5        0 +3   . 
Lynn, I w lho|n| Ron* knew, I £an | 

Maine. 

PSS L113 -SUSS CJS) S S, T146     Oi] 

PSS L114 - S S S (US) S S, T146 

PSS L115 - S U U U S U S S, T147 

PSS L116 - S U S U S S, T147 

'.S L117 - S S S S S, T162 

PSS L118 - S S S U S S, T148 

+U  -2   +5   +2   -5  +5 
Oil which] Ron* Loaned to |Ann 

ruined* Maine. 

+U +1^   +3  -2  +3 +3 -3 
Oil| Ron* loaned to* Ann| ruined* 

Maine. 

+5-1  0 -1  +5  -1  +2 
|M>n |who are in ]Rome 1 may |run| 

+5 
Maine. 

+1+ -3       +1+     -2     +2 +5 
Men in* Rome I »nay | run* Maine. 

+5        +1        +2        +3        +5 
Men,* Ron* knew     |Ran* Maine. 

+1+      +1        +3   , -^     i +5        +1 

Ann* knew* men I whom I Ron* knew. 
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SUBSET HA. Relative Clauses 

PSS L119 - S S S S S, T148 

PSS L120 - S S S U S S, T149 

PSS L121 - S S S U S S, T149 

PSS L122 - S S S (US) U 5 S, T150 

PSS L123 - S S S (US) S S, T150 

+5  +3   +3  +5  +i 
Ann* knew* men* Ron* knew. 

+5 
A trm 

+2       +5 -2        +5        +1 
* knew* May,   |whom Ron* knew. 

+5      +2        +5-3        +5     +1 +5 
Ann* knew* May  |whom | Ron knew   |too. 

+5      +^ ,    +5     i-1^     , +5  ,   -2 
Ron*  loaned  I   Lynn  ithe   loil I which! 

+5 +k 
Wayne* owned. 

+5 +k      ,   +5       -1+   , +if    .   +1+ 
Ron*  loaned  I Lynn the  I oil   I Wayne* 

owned. 

+5    +3 , H  -3 , +5 .  -2 
PSS L124 ~ S S S (US) U S (US), T151 Ron* loaned I Lynn the Iqilj which 

+k     -2 +k 
I Wayne be|moaned. 

I 
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Park, St. Paul, Minnesota, October 1972. 
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Report No. PI TJl46. Univac Park, St. Paul, Minnesota, March, 1973- 
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SLI2232, Univac Park, St. Paul, Minnesota, April, 1973- 

LEA, V. A., MEDRESS, M. F., and SKINNER, T. E., Prosodic Aids to Speech Recogni- 
tion: III. Relationships between Stress and Phonemic Recognition Results, Univac 
Report No. PI IP^Q. Univac Park, St. Paul, Minnesota, September, 1973- 

LEA, V. A., MEDRESS, M. F., and SKINNER, T. E.. A Prosodically-Guided Speech 
understanding Strategy, Proc. lEEF C/mposiuin on Speech Recognition. Carnegie- 
Melloi. university, Pittsburgh, Penn., April, 1974, 3&-kk. 

LEA, V. A. Prosodic Aids to Speech Recognition IV: A General Strategy for Prosodi- 
cally-Guided Speech understanding, Univac Report No. PI 10791. Univac Park, St. 
Paul, Minnesota, March, 197k. 

LEA, V. A., Sentences for Controlled Testing of Acoustic Phonetic Components of 
Speech Understanding Systems, Univac Report fl '  '952. Univac Park, St. Paul, 
Minnesota, September, 1974« 

LEA, V. A., Prosodic Aids to Speech Recognition. V. A Summary of Results to Date, 
Dnivac Report No. PI 11087. Univac Park, St. Paul, Minnesota, October, 1974. 

LEA, V. A., MEIEESS, M. F., and SKINNER, T. E., A Prosodically-Guided Speech Under- 
standing Strategy, IEEE Trans, on Acoustics. Speech, and Signal Procescng. vol. 
ASSP-23, February, I975, 30-38. 
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LEA, W. A. and KLOKER, D. R., Prosodic Aids to Speech Recognition: VI. Timing 
Cues to Linguistic Structure and Improved Computer Programs for Prosodic Analysis, 
Univac Report No. PX 112^. Univac Park, St. Paul, Minnesota, March, 1975. 

LEA, ¥. A., Prosodic Aids to Speech Recognition: VII. Experiments on Detecting 
and Locating Phrase Boundaries, Univac Report No. PX 11534. Univac Park, St. Paul, 
Minnesota, November, 1975' 

LEA, W. A., Ac^ .-itic Correlates of Stress and Juncture, Univac Report No. ?X '1 lu93 
Univac Park, St. Paul, Minnesota, June, 1976. To appear in Stress and Accent 
(L. Ilyman, Kd.), university of Southern California Presa, Los Angeles. 

LEA, W. A., The Importance of Prosodic Analysis in Speech understanding Systems, 
Univac Report No. PX 1169^. Univac Park, St. Paul, Minnesota, June, 1976, 
Submitted to IEEE Trans. Acoustics, Speech ai.d Signal Processing. 

LEA, W. A., Prosodic Aids to Speech Recognition: VIII. ListenerE' Perceptions of 
Selected English Stress Patterns, Univac Report No. PX 11711. Univac Park, St. Paul, 
Minnesota, June, 1976. 

LEA, W. A., Sentences and Hypotheses for Controlled Testing of Syntactic ana 
Prosodic Components of Speech Understanding Systems, Univac Report No. PX 10953 
Univpc Park, St. Paul, Minnesota, November, 1976. 

LEA, tf. A. Prosodic Aids to Speech Recognition: IX. Acoustic-Prosodic Patterns 
in Selected English Phrase Structures, Univac Report No. PX 11963. Univac Park, 
St. Paul, Minnesota, December, 1976. 

Oral Presentations 

KLOKER, D. R. (April 1975)- "Vowel and Sonorant Lengthening as Cues to Phonological 
Phrase Boundaries." presented at the 89th Meeting of the Acoustical Society 
of America, Austin, Texas. 

KLOKER, D. R.  (April 1976). "A Technique for the Automatic Location and 
Description of Pitch Contours," presented at the 1976 International Conference 
on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

LEA, W. A., Influences of Phonetic Sequences and Stress on Fundamental Frequency 
Contours of Isolated Words, presented at the 84th Meeting of the Acoustical Society 
of America, Miami Beach, Florida, November, 1972 

LEA, W. A», MEDRESS, M. F., and SKINNER, T. E. (November 1972). "Use of Syntactic 
Segmentation and Stressed Syllable Location in Phonemic Recognition," 
presented at 84th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, Miami Beach, 
Florida. 

LEA, W. A., Prosodic Features and Linguistic Structure, presented at the ARPA 
Tutorial Lectures on Acoustic-Phonetic Characteristics of English Sentences, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, December, 1972. 
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LEA, W. A. MEDEESS, M. F., and SOKIJER, T. E., A Prosodlcally Guided Speech 
Understanding Strategy, presented at IEEE Symposium on Speech Recognition, 
Carnegie-Mellon university, Pittsburgh, PA., April, 1974. 

LEA, V. A. "Perceived Stress as the 'Standard' for Judging Acoustical Correlates 
of Stress , presented at the 86th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, 
Los Angeles, California, November, 1973. 

I£A, W. A., "Evidence that Stressed Syllables Are the Most Reaiily Decoded 
Portions of Continuouii Speech", presented at the 86th Meeting of the Acoustical 
Society of America, Los Angeles, California, November, 1973« 

LEA, V. A., "An Algorithm for Locating Stressed Syllables in Continuous Speech", 
presented at the 86th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, Los Angeles, 
California, November, 1973- 

LEA, W. A., Prosodic Phenomena, session chaired at ARPA Phonological Rules Work- 
shop, Systems Development Corporation, Santa Monica, California, June, 197^' 

LEA, V. A., A Speech Data Base for Testing Components of Speech Understanding 
Systems, pr. jented at 88th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, St. Louis, 
Missouri, November, 197^' 

LEA, V. A., Prosodic Hypotheses and Rules, presented at the ARPA Workshop on 
Acoustic Phonetic and Phonological Rules, Bolt Beranek and Newman, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, November, 197^« 

LEA, W. A., Isochrony and Disjuncture as Aids to Syntactic and Phonological 
Analysis, presented at the 89th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, 
Austin, Texas, April, 1975« Abstract in J. Acoust. Soc. America. Vol. 57» 
Suppl. No. 1, Spring, 1975- 

LEA, W. A., Acoustic Correlates of Stress and Juncture: A systematic Testing 
of Alternative Hypotheses, presented at the Symposium on Stress and Accent, 
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